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1 I NTROD tJC T ION

1. 1 AIM OF THE STLJDY

The aim of this study is to provide an inventory of the problems concerning pump
systemsfor drinking water supply for rural communities in developing countries.
The study concentrates on villages with 300 to 2,000 inhabitants where water has
to be pumped from deeper water levels (20 to 100 meters in depth).

The following systenis will be compared: hand or foot operated pumps and pump
systems with a prime mover, based on a diesel engine, solar—energy, windmills
or animal traction. For details, see the project proposal in appendix I.

The Netherlands Ministry for Ðevelopment Cooperation, section DST/SO (late
DPO/OT), sponsored this study. It consists of a desk study with data compiled
from a mission to Burkina Faso and Niger. InterAction Design (IAD) and the
Netherlands Economic Institute (NEI) carried out this study.

Both groups report in separate documents:
* Part I : the technical and the managenient aspects (by IAD) and
* Part 11: the financial and socio—economicaspects (by NEI).
This is Part I.

Alas, the study yielded scarcely any new (field) data; the time invested was too
short. Furthermore:
* Most projects and services working on such systems hardly have any analysis

ready to hand. Very little has been published on this matter.
* Most of the mentioned systems are in an experimental phase and disappointing

results are not shown. Many problems and costs are not mentioned. Not being
viewed as structural, they are judged to be the consequence of growing
pains such as the costs of renovations, supporting missions, et cetera.

* Projects, closed some years ago, are hardly ever studied. Therefore long—term
results are scarcely known (they often appear to be disappointing).

For these reasons the results of this study are mainly of qualitative value.

N.B.: From now on hand and foot operated pumps will be called handpumps in
this report, unless a foot operated pump is specifically meant.

1.2 RELEVANCEOF THIS STLJDY

Numbers of people with access to safe water in developing countries1 (in
millions):

The table is taken froi the WASHProgress Report No. 13, which used .aterial froi Carlo Rietveld, ~Water
Supply and Sanitation in Fast—Growing Cities, paper presented in the inaugural session of the
Collaborative Council, rhe Hague, Netherlands, Nove.ber 19B8.

1980 1985 1990
served unserved served unserved served unserved

urban 614 376 800 400 983 463
rural 735 1645 1000 1500 1100 1514

Total 1349 2021 1800 1900 2083 1977

I
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The number of people with access to safe drinking water has increased in the past
United Nations International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade from
1.349 to 2.083 million, tbus by three—quarters of a billion people. However, the
number of people without access remained practically the same: almost 2 billion!
The main cause is the enormous growth of the population. This situation will not
change in the near future.

Most of these people obtain their water from open wells and surface water, whith
is biologically and very often chemically polluted. This water supply requires
hardly any tools or organization and most often management is non—existent.

In recent years particularly these pump systems that could be realized relatively
simply were constructed. The remaining supplies are located in more distant and
more difficult to access areas, with scattered population, lower ground water
tables and tables with limited output. In the years to come we will be confronted
with the problems concerning the replacement of the systems installed in the past
decenniuiu, which have become too small, obsolete or worn—out.

Purchasing—power in the poor countries in Africa has decreased with an average
of 30~ over the past decennium. This limits the prospect for an autonomous
dissemination of these systems, of village—level management and replacement at
the expense of the consumer(—groups) themselves.

The technology of water supply systems has advanced considerably over the past
decennium. Yet even the costs of maintenance often turn out to be too high for
the users. Local authorities as well as the users still underestimate the
importance of maintenance. It is questionable whether more complex water supply
systems will ever be affordable for the users, especially once they must pay the
costs themselves, which is the trend. Even with the costs of the installation of
the well or the borehole excluded. This is reason enough to keep the costs
(initial, recurrent and running costs) as low as possible and to realize real
sustainable systems for this price.

Together with the (prospective) users a choice must be made either to purchase
a new system, resp. how to enlarge or reconstruct the existing one. The (future)
consequences must be estimated correctly. This report gives a summary of the
present pump systems, offering a better choice. The technical bottle necks, on
which further research is desirable, are also described.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 NEEÐOF WÅTER

Most modern drinking water supplies for rural communities in developing countries
are calculated on the basis of 15 to 25 liters/person/day. This is considerably
less than for urban couuuunities, where average consumptions of up to 50
liters/person/day are reached.
Occasionally the water consumption of the system is even lower, with high—flyers
down to 5 liters/person/day. This is caused by:
— cultural habits (accustomed to survival in dry surroundings),
— availability of traditional water sources (depth of water table and walking

distance) and
— seasonal influences (especially when during the rainy season surface water

becomes availahle in/near the village).
Many villages can hardly handle larger quantities of water than they are
accustomed to. Using water for instan~e in horticulture demands a great cultural
adjustmerit and often a sensitizatiort support.

When planning a system an increase of consumption must be taken into account,
caused by population growth (often >3~a year, i.e. >34~in 10 years) and by an
increasing livestock (in rural communities one of the few ways to invest and to
save). Assuming the well or borehole bas sufficient capacity to meet the
increasing needs, the pump will remain the crucial factor.

2.1.2 DISCHARGE RATE ANÐNECESSARYPOWER

The discharge rate of the pump largely depends on the type of pump, its
suitability for the present head, the head itself and the input by the prime
mover (hand or iuechanical). Apart from the constructive properties of the pump,
its suitability for a specified head is especially shown by its user friendliness
and the mechanical efficiençy at that depth. Diagram 2.1 shows a s~ary of the
different relations.

The input by the prime mover (wo)man, the gross power produced by one or more
persons, is influenced by the user friendliness of the pump. That is defined by
the driving system, the handle stroke and the forces applied on to the handle.
For instance: A stroke length too short or too large, or a handle position too
low or too high, has a negative effect on the bio—mechanical efficiency of the
person while puiuping. On the other hand, a pump easily handled cannot absorb much
power, so its maximuiu discharge rate will be limited. Larger strokes and/or
faster pumping increases the discharge rate. But a pumping frequency of (much)
more than 1 stroke/sec. combined with a large pump stroke is almost physically
impossible, even when the pump is easily handled. Because the bio—mechanical
efficiency of (wo)men decreases considerably and so limits the maximum power.

2 Probleis concern a.o. proprzetary rights with relation to the ground in the direct neighbourhood of the

water source as well as to the water (appropriation of coiron property), but also the unfa,iliarity with
the cultivation, its consuiption and coiiercialization.
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Diagrani 2.1

P~P

MAIN RELATIONS BE~EENPgross—total, THE DISCHARGE RATE AND TIIE
TYPE OF PISTON PUMP.

PRIME MOVER
(Wo)MEN
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The inechanical efficiency of the pump depends on the type of pump, the total
pressure head, the volumetric efficiency (especially for pumps with elastic
rising mains) and mechanical and hydraulic (friction) losses. The mechanical
efficiency of the different handpump diverges from less than 15X up to more than
70X. In short, the power necessary for a certain discharge rate (at identical
heads) can differ more than a factor 4, depending on the type of (piston) pump
Especially at large heads, asking for much power, it is important to select a
suitable pump because the discharge rate is already limited. This interrelation
can diverge strongly for various pump systems. For details see Section 2.2.

The friction losses are defined by the construction of the pump, type of piston
seal, etc. They increase more or less proportionately with head. They increase
as well with power but less than proportional. Therefore the mechanical
efficiency of piston pumps (with stiff rising mains) increases with power [1].

The axial deforiuation of the piston rod and the rising main influences directly
the effective piston stroke and so the volumetric efficiency. The effective
piston stroke is equal to the gross piston stroke minus these axial deformations.
Particularly the piston pump with a plastic rising main (PVC or especially PE)
has to do with this phenomenon. At larger depths the deformation can become equal
to the gross piston stroke and so the pump will give no water (volumetric
efficiency = 0) [23.

The overall efficiency of the combination (wo)man — pump is: bio—mechanical times
mechanical efficiency.

The gross power (effectively put into the pump) is calculated as follows:

Pgross = Pnet/~mech = ~.p.~.H/n~mech [Watt3

in which: Pnet = net power [W]
i~mech = mechanical efficiency [—]
q = dìscharge rate [m3/s]
p specific mass of water = 1000 [kg/m3]
g gravitational acceleration = 9,81 [m/s2]
H total head (including hydraulic friction) [m]

N.B.1 Power discharge rate * head * efficiency (* constant), so at a given
power the discharge rate will decrease when the head increases.

2. The energy supplied to a pump during a day is expressed in kWh or MJ. The
comparison with daily volume [m3] times head [mJ (~ [m43), gives an
indication of the efficiency of the pump system.

For non-piston pumps similar interrelations exist between gross power, mechanical
efficiency and head. In diaphragm pumps and water oscillation pumps the
deformation of the rising main appears to have a similar influence as in piston
pumps.

When pumping strongly, an adult can produce about 75 Watt (=Pgross) for 10 to 20
minutes. If practical, two persons together can produce about 150 Watt during a
similar interval. Figure 2.1 shows what might be the output of a pump per hour,
when pumping continuously with a gross power of respectively 75 and 150 W.

In practice it appears that a pump is used effectively for only about half of the
time. Much pumping time is lost in changing of persons, to lift the filled
bucket, cleansing and placemerit of the empty bucket, to start pumping, etc. (N.B.
Repeatedly starting the pump from standstill asks for extra energy.) In other
words: the discharge is not reached in practice; half of this is more realistic.
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The discharge as a function of head, gross power and mechanical
efficiency.
Pgrossl = 75 W Pgross2 = 150 W 1i,,mechl = 70~ 1~mech2 = 35?~
Along the second y—axis the number of consumers, that can be
supplied with 15 liters/day, assuming 12 hours/day with an
effective pump time of 100 %.

What can be done if one pump cannot meet the needs? How can discharge be
increased? More pumps (and more boreholes)? Supercharged pumps? Or a mechanized
system? For further details see Section 4.6.

2. 2 MAIN PUMPCONFIGURATIONS

2.2.1 DESCRIPTION OF COMMON HAND AND FOOT OPERATEDPUMPS

In the past decennium many different pump systems have been (further) developed,
but only a few models really made it. The most important pumps, related to
numbers sold, are (dated 1990):
— India MkII, more than one niillion, particularly in India;
— Vergnet, roughly 30,000(?);
— ABI ASM en MN, together roughly 15,000;
— Kardia, roughly 6,000;
— Inkar, roughly 6,000; an improved copy of the India MkII with pvc

rising main instead of galvanized steel, just like
— Pumpenboese, roughly 3,500; an improved copy of the India MkII with

stainless steel rising main.
Of the other generally known pumps a few thousands are installed: Volanta, SWN,
Mono, Pulsa (1,500) and Afridev.

Direct action pumps dont enter into this list; the present models are only
suitable for depths up to 20 meters.

The selection of the pumps was based on a combination of reliability and
multilateral andbilateral political/financial concerns. In India the India MkII
surpassed all its competitors, because this purnp was one of the first modern
designs and was inexpensive, especially in consequence of local manufacture and
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a decent quality control. Meanwhile the India MkII has become slightly outdated.
The great number of installed pumps interferes with further development: the
dialectics of progress.
In Africa the standard India MkII gives no real satisfaction, a.o. by the
intensive use, the large heads and the often corrosive water.

New models hardly have a chance to penetrate the market, because the present pump
models have a reasonably to very good record (most of the growing pains are
solved). Meanwhile the main point of research is focused on implementation.
Furthermore, many developing countries standardized on a few models (per country
or per region).
Only reliable, cheaper (in purchase and maintenance) and new pumps entirely
manufactured in developing countries for medium or large depths can stand a
chance. Motive: mainly to support real sustainability, including the purchase and
replacement of pumps at the expense of and by its users.

___________ operat ion3:
deepwell reciprocating piston pump, lever operated, galvanized
riser and rod;
diaphragm pump, foot operated, two flexible PE hoses between the
stand and the cylinder;
deepwell reciprocating piston pump, lever operated, galvanized
riser and rod;
ABI ASM superstructure with Vergnet below—groundcomponents;
deepwell reciprocating piston pump, lever operated, threaded PVC
riser;
water oscillation or spring rebound inertia pumping system;
deepwell reciprocating piston pump, lever operated, threaded PVC
riser;
deepwell reciprocating piston pump, flywheel operated, cemented
PVC riser, cylinder extractable through the riser;
progressing cavity pump (helical steel rotor in an elastomeric
stator), two rotary crank handles, threaded steel riser.

The Vergnet and the Pulsa can be installed in bent boreholes. Because of their
flexible risers with small diameter these models lend themselves to plural
installation per borehole. Piston pumps can wear excessively in bent boreholes:
riser against the borehole casing and piston rod against the riser. Installing
more than one (piston) pump in a borehole increases the risk of damage (to each
other). More piston pumps per borehole asks for a larger diameter borehole.

2.2.2 DISC}IARGE RATE AND LIMITS; Q—HCURVES, MEC}IANICAL EFFICIENCY

Figure 2.2 indicates the discharge rates of some important pump systems at a
gross power of 100 Watt. This figure is not very reliable, because t}~e data is
gathered from manufacturers data at sometimes up to 250 Wgross power and data
from CRL—tests. Those tests were restricted to a simulated depth of 45 meters
(the riser was only 8 meters), in which the important dynamical effects did not
occur as in practice. The values in the figure are adjusted for these elastic
deformations of PVC risers.

For a •ore detailed description, see [iJ.

~ The values given bv the •anufacturer are soietiies •uch higher and concern the iaxi.ui feasible
(calculated and never •easured~) discharges, soietiies at a gross power of 250 W (calculations soietiies
based on a •echanicai efficiency of 100 Z!), so discharges for very short intervais.

Principles of

India MkII:

Vergnet:

ABI MN:

ABI ASM:

Kardia:
Pulsa:
SWN:

Volant a:

Mono:

8
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Figure 2.2 Estimated discharge rates of several hand/foot operated puinps at
a gross power of 100 Watt (pumping continuously), as a function
of the pressure head. (This implies the elastic deformations of
the PVC risers.)
Along the second y—axis the number of consumers, that can be
supplied with 15 liters/day, assuming 12 hours/day with an
effective pump time of 50 ~.

Figure 2.2 shows a decreasing discharge rate at increasing pressure heads. This
decrease of discharge can be caused by (and/or):
* The forces on the handle/lever/pedal increase at larger heads. That is why

(wo)men pump at a lower frequency and/or use a shorter pump stroke;
* A mechanical adaptation of the pump stroke and crank length, like Volanta

employs;
* Adaptation of the piston diaineter to the pressure head: from 100 mmat small

heads up to 40 mm at heads of 50 m and more;
* Increased elastic deformations of the plastic risers, hysteresis, more

friction losses and thus lower mechanical efficiencies.

N.B. Adaptation of the (counter—)weight of the lever mainly compensates for
the increasedweight of the rod at larger depths.

In consequence of the elastic deformations of the PVC risers the discharge rate
of e.g. a SWNwith a piston of 50 mm at depths of 80 m and more is about nil. A
piston of 40 nmi would still give an acceptable output.
Besides deformations of the riser of the Pulsa and the Vergnet hysteresis of the
riser material and hydraulic absorbing is also important. This causes a more than
proportional reduction of discharge rate. For this reason the number of elastic
eleinents in the cylinder of the Pulsa is reduced at large heads. The Vergnet is
not adapted rnechanically to larger depths. For both types of pumps the users
themselves adapt the pump movement (stroke and frequency) to the power and
frequency (a function of the head), asked for by the pump, and the available
power (by one or more persons, child or adult).

Within its entire range the Pulsa has a lower discharge rate than the other pumps
mentioned. Generally, users put more power in the Pulsa and the Vergnet for a
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short time, because of the disappointing discharge. It is easy for two persons
to pump with the Pulsa, in contrast with the Vergnet, which is not equipped for
this. Occasionally, the driving systems of both pumps evoke cultural and
practical objections. Especially pregnant women dont appreciate the exertion
required.

The physical maximum feasible pump frequency with piston pumps limits the
discharge of the pump. This is of special consequence for small depths and easy
pumping pumps, when the pump stroke and/or the piston diameter is/cannot be
increased (or not enough); see the horizontal part of the lines in figure 2.2.

Although the Kardia has not yet proved itself at larger depths, it could be an
excellent competitor of the Volanta as far as the mechanical efficiency is
concerned. Both pumps are practically the only suitable pumps in situations of
large heads and aggressive water (pH<6), whereby galvanized risers are not
expected to live long. (Stainless steel has not yet proven itself under these
circumstances.)

Progressing cavity pumps are applied only on a limited scale by a.o. their low
mechanical efficiency. Moreover, simple plastic risers are no solution for this
type of pump (in corrosive circuinstances) on account of their elasticity.

2.2.3 LOCAL MANUFACTÏJRE

A clear distinction between local manufacture and assembly of handpumps is hard
to make. Even by local manufacture there usually exists a direct relation between
the parent factory and the local manufacturer. The parent factory supplies the
materials, parts, the specific production knowledge and —materials (moulds for
welding, etc.). Dependent on the situation and the license rights the local
manufacturer makes a limited or larger portion of the parts; mostly those parts,
which are work intensive or give high transport costs because of their
dimensions. The parent factory usually continues to supply the expensive parts,
specific to her pump and carrying design rights. Examplesare: the elastic balls
of the Pulsa and the diaphragm of the Vergnet.

Rights and duties with regard to the pump design and responsibilities (e.g.
guarantee)are not always clearly defined for both parties.

The India MkII is produced in several places around the world. A detailed
document specifies the materials, the parts and the manufacturing of the pump.
For the Afridev such a document exists as well [12J. A parent factory does not
exist for these pumps, because they have been developed by the UNICEF—India and
the WB—Kenyasuccessively.

2.2.4 COSTS OF PURCHASEAND INSTALLATION

The costs of constructing a pump site can be divided into:
* costs of preparation and management;
* costs of drilling the borehole;
* manufacture and installation of the surface infrastructure: the pump

basement, the pavement, the spillway and spillwater settling hole, fence;
* purchase, transport and installation of the pump;
* supervision and inspection;
* import duties, assurances, delivery costs;
* costs for guarantee and loss of interest on postponed payments;
* costs for the training and equipment of local mechanics;

10



* costs for installing the spare part distribution network;
* costs for sensitization and support of the users.

Table 2.1 EX FACTORY PRICESOF SEVERAL PUMPMAKESWITH STAINLESS STEEL RODS,
AT DIFFERENT INSTALLATION DEPTHS (in american dollars):

ssr
pvc
pe

applicable

stainless steel riser
pvc riser
pe riser, no rod

without extra provisions.

Donors and local authorities bear the main part of the costs. The costs for the
users are mostly limited to:
* a contribution in the purchase and the realization of the infrastructure (in

cash and in kind, such as meals and accommodation for the teams and practical
help);

* time to deliberate about the system and its management.

Frequently local mechanics install the pumps; since it is they who will maintain
the pumps in the future.

2.2.5 MAINTENANCE AND COSTS

Over the past decennium the reliability of the pumps has grown considerably. On
the one side this is due to improvements of details of the pumps, on the other
by selection: pumps of lesser quality are no longer installed nor repaired. This
sometimes reduced the costs of maintenance dramatically. Unfortunately the
reliability of most pumps still decreases strongly at larger depths.

The percentage of broken down pumps and the duration of the breakdown mainly
depend on:
* the quality of the pump, its age, the head and the intensity of use;
* the provision of spare parts and the maintenance structure;
* the managementstructure for the pump; village level if any?
* the involvement, degree of organization and motivation of the users;
* the existence and qualities of alternative water sources;
* the support of development projects (repairs, renovation, sensitization,

training, reinforcing the sense of responsibility of the users).

Mark Source/year Depth: 20i 30i 40i 60i BOm 100.

ABI/ASM [51 87 1260 ——— ———

ABI/MN [5187 924
Bourga [5] 87 1470
India MkII [5187 750
kardia Preussag 90 pvc 1498 1907 ——— ———

Mono [5187 1225
Moyno [5] 87 1575
PB PB 90 ssr 1027 1600 1996 -—— ---

Pulsa Fluxinos 89 pe 1297 1374 1451 152S
SWN DHY 90 ***,pvc 803 1066 1329 1592 ——-

Yergnet [5] 87 pe 945 ——— -—-

Volanta [5] 87 pvc 1605

* without taxes
** reduction for large quantities
*** per hundred

not applied, c.q. not reasonably

11



N.B. 1. The financial situation of the village has no clear influence.
2. The percentage of pumps broken down at a given moment and the costs

of repairs largely depend on recent interventions of project repair—
teams. A.o. therefore it is difficult to recover the real costs of
maintenance of a handpump.

Costs given by manufacturers and those produced by field studies, mostly distort
the picture:
* In some regions a large number of the pumps is broken down since; it is

self—evident that when not in use nor repaired the costs will be low!
* When the users themselves must bear the costs, particularly the expensive

repairs are postponed; for example when it concerns the diaphragin of the
Vergnet.

* If more pumps are around repairs often are postponed until all pumps have
broken down. (Repeatedly they strip one pump to repair another one; those
costs are not mentioned.)

* Many costs of maintenance and repairs are excluded like the intervention of
mobile teams (projects, expatriates), the replacement at no charge of the
expensive parts that should not break down but still worn out much faster
than expected (f.e. diaphragm and cemented pvc—risers).

It appears too often that, even years after installation of the pumps, an
effective system for distribution of spare parts does not exist. That is why many
pumps stay out of action for a long time unnecessarily. (A vicious circle:
because of scarcity of spare parts at the distribution point or a great distance
and/or excessive costs of repairs, only few parts are sold. Therefore the
distribution is not rewarding and the system will collapse.)

Some costs of maintenance, as indicated by the respective manufacturers, c.q. as
results of field studies:
* Kardia: meandepth 37m: $3.50; mean depth27m: $7.00/pump/year [PreussagJ
* Pulsa: mean depth 25m: $46/pump/year [Fluxinosj
* Vergnet: $10/pump/year [3]

The various data cannot be compared, mainly because it was not mentioned which
costs were charged and how the maintenance is organized (village level
maintenance?). Also, the circumstances in which the pumps are used differ
strongly, like: heads, intensity of use, acidity of water, etc. In some
publications the results of field studies of maintenance costs were clearly
manipulated.

Each type of pump has its own specific maintenance problems. These depend on the
working principle, the pump design and the materials used for its manufacture.
But too often they simply originate from lack of quality control.

SPECIFIC MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS:
INDIA MKII: corrosion of the galvanized parts, problems with/after replacement

of the crank bearings;
KARDIA : cracked threaded joints of the PVC—riser, occurs at larger depths;
PULSA : fractures in the joint of the elastic riser;
VERGNET : diaphragms (costs about 1/3 of the whole pump)5
VOLANTA : cracked cemented joints of the PVC—riser, occurs at larger depths.

Heanwhile the Yergnet manufacturer alleges to have developed a diaphragi with a lifetime of many years.
They dare to guarantee the actual diaphragm for three years (once per pu.p).

5
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Wear and tear of parts for thesepumps is reducedto acceptableproportions. The
manufacturerswork at a limited scale on the improvement of details.

2.3 CONCLUSIONS AND SLM4ARY

The reliability of handpumpshas increased considerably over the last decade.
Most pumps are now corrosion resistant andwearandtear is reducedto acceptable
proportions. However, at a large installation depth the reliability decreases
strongly, mainly due to fatigue. Therefore most manufacturers only guarantee
their pumps for heads up to about 50 meters.

Most handpumps are/have only been monitored for just a few years and therefore
offer a rosy picture of costs of maintenance. But the long term costs frequently
appear higher then anticipated.

The mechanical efficiency decreases strongly with depth for handpumps with
plastic rising mains. This further reduces, sometimes dramatically, the already
limited discharge rate for large heads. Therefore only few of these handpumps are
suitable for very large heads.

The actual technical development of handpumps is mainly aimed at the improvement
of details.

Because of the improved reliability of modern handpumps, especially for heads up
to 50 meter, the availability is now mainly limited by the quality of the
management and spare parts supply.

The potential to increase the discharge rate of handpumps is limited.

13



3 fl~OB LEMS wI ~rn DEEPW~ LL ~ANÐflJP4PS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The users describe the main problems they experience with drinking water supply
based on handpumps as follows:
1 the pump does not give water; it is broken down (again);
2 the pump is giving less water than normal;
3 only after pumping for a while the pump gives water;
4 the pump does not give enough water for everyone;
5 pumping costs too much effort;
6 they dislike the water (the taste, the color, ...);

7 its operation encounters cultural and/or physical objections;
8 the costs are too high.

In technical terms its causes can be formulated as follows:
* The system doesnt work (optimally) because of a technical defect: 1+2+3;
* The system doesnt work optimally because of a defective construction or

installation, c.q. pdaptation of the system to the circumstances: problems
(4)+(5)+(6)+(7)+(8)b;

* The system is unsuited: problems (4)+(5)+(6)+(7)+(8);

Apart from the discomfort for the users, a temporary breakdown of the pump is
nothing special. Each pump system needs maintenance and repairs. If, however, the
pump is frequently out of use and/or for long periods, there ~y be a serious
problem. There may be divergent causes, like:
* the pump is unsuited for the application: mechanically too weak,

ergonomically or culturally maladjusted, a poor discharge, ...;

* the pump is abused, sabotaged or not properly maintained;
* the pump contains design and/or manufacturing defects;
* the pump is not properly installed;
* the borehole does not satisfy the demands;
* deficient management of the system;
* the absenceof spare parts for repairs and/or a mechanic;
* the absence of the necessary funds or
* the costs are seen as exorbitant.

The frequent breakdown, however, may also indicate that the users are not
convinced of the advantages of the system and thus let it decay! See Section 3.8
Management of the pump system for further details.

The difficulties may arise from technical causes on to:
* a defective preparatory study and execution of the project;
* a failing management of the pump system, and
* unwillingness, shortsightedness, naivety, (political) interests,...

Most of these causes (c.q. background problems) are beyond the scope of this
report. In the first instance this study focuses on the technical problems,
especially those related to the pump system. However some items were found so
important that a briefelaboration is given in the next sections.

3. 2 IMPLEMENTATIONPROJECTS

To realize a simple but well functioning drinking water supply very different

() dependent on the nature and the cause under this denominator or not6
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matters have to be integrated. They vary from politics to culture, religion,
history, (hydro—)geology, drillingtechnology, pump technology, social—economics,
management, interhuman problems,

These problems are mostly underestimated. This is shown (after all) by a
defective setting of the preparatory studies and the implementation (concerning
a.o. co—operation, boarding out and its control, sensitization and monitoring).
Thís is mostly caused by a lack of knowledge, naivety and pressure for time. This
may lead to the unfitness of the implemented system for the application requested
or only a short time of operation.
A flexible setting of implementation projects is necessary to adapt to unexpected
situations and problems. Monitoring is indispensable in order to be timely
informed of bottle—necks.

The co—ordination between various implementation projects in the same or nearby
regions leaves much to be desired. Often knowledge is not spread and faults are
repeated, villages are not equally treated and donors and projects are played off
against one another.

SENSITJZATION

The aim of sensitization is: to inform those concerned, to convince them of the
importance of defined activities and in this way to encourage their contribution.
A11 this in an effort to create lasting pump systems.

Parts of the task:
* to study the socio—economical situation in the region and to gather detailed

information concerning the villages;
* to co—define the strategy of project interventions in villages;
* to create and maintain the communication between project and village, as a

well informed intermediary;
* to inform the villagers about project interventions: aim, working method,

conditions, consequences (management of the pump, financial consequences,
maintenance, etc.);

* to stimulate discussions on these matters, to apply to their sense of
responsibility, to promote the involvement of women in the management of the
system, etc;

* to assist in the realization of village level maintenance: a management
system in which the users are responsible f9r the management of the pump, its
maintenance, repairs and the related costs

* monitoring and auto—evaluation.

Furthermore, sensitization is an important factor in:
* training, motivation and, if necessary, correction of mechanics;
* guidance of project people towards villagers and mechanics;
* maintaining contacts with local authorities.

Problems concerning sensitization:
* Frequently only after the ipstallation of the pumps a sensitizing teain is

formed. By that time pump management problems have become a general
phenomenon. The team has to find a way out: trying to involve the users.

* Thesensitizing team has an ungrateful task once the qualities of the puiuping

The sensitizing team must underline the iqportance of a continuing iaintenanceof the presentwater
sources.Theseare important as back—upin the caseof a (Iongtime) breakdown of the pump, which is not
just imaginative

7
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system are disappointing (discharge, reliability, lifetime, costs of
maintenance,etc.).

* The competition between project technicians (hard) and (wo)men of the
sensitizing team (soft): mens versus womens business.

Possible consequencesof an inadequatesensitization:
* deficient management of the pump resulting in neither maintenance nor

repairs;
* badly informed villagers resulting in incomprehension, opposition and

refusal;
* ignorancewithin the project of the problems in the village and their causes;
* lack of progress of the project: problems with villages and authorities.

3. 3 THE BOREHOLE

The yield of the borehole may be insufficient, for example due to geological
circumstances or by a badly executed job (insufficiently deep, wrong layer, wrong
filter, not well developed, etc.). Or the borehole may silt up due to a coarse
filter or a fractured casing. That may result in a jammed pump and extra wear,
apart from the pollution of the pumped water.
A not—aligned borehole or a partly collapsed casing, may not only lead to extra
wear of the riser and piston rod (guides) but also of the casing itself. (N.B.
No borehole is completely straight and vertical!)

A wrongly chosen installation depth of the cylinder may cause problems as well:
* the pump may fall dry because of insufficient depth; apart from

miscalculation this may be due to:
* un underestimation of seasonal effects to the water level and of the

dynamic drawdown;
* a borehole filter too small or too fine, resulting in a large drop of the

water level in the borehole, worsened in the end by a clogged filter;
* polluted water and a jammed piston due to insufficient depth of the borehole

respectively a pump cylinder hanging in the sandcatcher below the borehole
filter.

The water quality depends on the site (implantation) and the depth of the
borehole, in other words the tapped aquifer. The users notice the difference by
a.o. taste, color and acidity: the consequenceof biological and chemical
pollution. The choicesare generally limited, especially with chemical pollution.

Furthermorean incompleteor a wrongly situated (e.g. too low) superstructuremay
causeproblems: for example by the lack of a pump slab, a spillwater drain and
catchmentfacility or a fence. In such casescleaning (preventing a mud bath) is
very frustrating, especially with intensive use. The polluted water may even flow
back into the borehole.

Most of theseproblemshaveto do with a defective preparatorystudy, the absence
of clear instructions, ignoranceof important conditions (particularly the site
of the borehole), a defective execution of the borehole, a faulty installation
of the pump, c.q. a deficient supervision. Another reasonis the lack of simple
means to check the alignment and condition of the borehole casing.

TECHNICAL RESEARCHITEM:
Develop a simple means to check the alignment and condition of borehole casings.
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3. 4 THE MECRANICALPRINCIPLE AND THE CONSTRUCTIONOF TRE PIRIP

PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE MECHANICAL PRINCIPLE OF THE PtJMP:

* Piston as well as diaphragm pumps have an intermittent pumping action,
resulting in pressure waves in the water column and resonance. These
intensify not only the load fluctuation in the rising main (and the pump rod)
but also the so—called fatigue of the material. The consequences appear
mainly in the joints of the (plastic) tubes (threaded/cemented). This is the
principal cause of technical problems with handpumps, especially at larger
heads. Consequences: excessive repairs including fishing up the broken pump
parts from the borehole bottom. For this reason most manufacturers dont
recommend the installation of their pumps at depths of more than 40 to 50
meters.

* A decreasing mechanical efficiency and discharge rate because of the axial
elasticity of the (plastic) rising main, probably worsened by buckling.
Especially at large installation depths, problems may arise if the piston
stroke and diameter are not adapted to the rising main diameters.

* Diaphragni and wpter oscillation pumps have a low mechanical efficiency. This
can hardly be improved. Especially at larger depths the discharge rate is
low, often causing a problem.

* Wear of rod and riser guides, particularly with piston pumps in not—aligned
boreholes.

PROBLEMSRELATED TO THE CONSTRUCTIONOF THE PUMP:

* The high initial costs due to the application of corrosion—resistant
materials like stainless steel. (Of particular importance when replacing the
pump on the account of the consumer.)

* The necessity to adapt the piston diaineter to the head (if the crank length
cannot be adjusted). Either to keep the handle forces within reasonable
limits or to attain a proper discharge rate.

* In the case of a piston pump with a plastic riser: the desirability to adapt
the piston stroke and the piston and riser diaineters, to optimize the
volumetric and mechanical efficiency.

* In piston pumps: the limited buckling strength of plastic rising mainsb. In
progressing cavity pumps: its limited torsion stiffness.

* Fractures in/near the joints of PVC—rising mains, especially at large heads
with cementedas well as threaded joints. (Theseproblems arise from iack of
experience with using PVC under these circumstances.)

* The high costs of stainless steel rising mains and its high specific mass.
This forces manufacturers to limit the use of material (thin—walled tubes)
and to apply exceptional constructions, like threads directly rolled onto the
tube (Atlas Copco) or threaded parts or sockets welded onto the tube.

* High pressure fluctuations in stiff risers (fluctuations of 4* the static
pressure each pump stroke!) and high resonance frequencies, which will, even
in steel tubes, accelerate fatigue (especially in the welds).

* Open—top cylinder cannot be combined with leather piston cups (India MkIII
experiments).

* The swelling of plastic by absorption of water (a volume increase of up to
a few percent, causing fitting problems). Also: a growing strain under a
fixed load. (E.g.: a PvC rising main of 80 m length may extend 25 cm in 10
years, which may cause the piston to hit the cylinder top.)

The ~a~diapump is instaìled with riser guides to prevent buckling, installed at 1 m intervals. They fit
into the borehoìe. This provision lirits the defor.ation of the riser and as such the stress fluctjations
and fatigue.

8
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* Corrosion with pH<6 if materials sensitive to corrosion are applied. Under
these circumstances galvanized steel is no longer a durable solution for
risers and rods.

* The limitations to increase the discharge, if there is a need to. E.g.: the
pump is pumping too easy (cannot absorb more power) or the driving mechanism
imposesrestraints: for exampleno facility for people to pump together, etc.

* The user unfriendliness of several pumps: the motions (of arms and/or legs)
necessary to drive the pump, may encounter ergonomical and cultural
objections, particularly for children and (pregnant) women.

For most above mentioned problems solutions exist.

TECENICAL RESEARCHITEMS:
* The realization of a price break—through, even for large depths, while

maintaining its qualities (e.g. a suitable mechanical efficiency!) by new
pump designs.

* The joining of pvc—tubes with sufficient fatigue strength for use at large
heads. (CRL is looking into this.)

3.5 (LOCAL) MANIJIACTURE9

A pump is not entirely assembledand tested before leaving the factory, as with
almost all other industrial products. To be sure of its well—functioning, an
accurate inspection of the separateparts is therefore extra important before it
leaves the factory.

Handpumpsstill suffer serious problems, even pumps manufactured in so—called
developed countries. Many of these are due to a faulty manufacture and a
failing quality control. If the manufacture of a handpump requires technical
tours de force, even for developed countries, then the product is not
appropriate. Such products should not be applied for drinking water supply in
developing countries.

Problems, which may be the consequenceof inferior (local) manufacture,e.g.:
* fitting problems when installing the pump; the tolerances were overlooked;
* deviations of the standard pump in consequenceof adaptations to local or

changed circumstances, by which the interchangeability may be lost or
obstructed;

* a relatively short life of the pump parts causedby:
— inferior quality materials or defective manufacture(e.g. weak welding);
- not properly considerednor fieldtested design changes;

* delivery delay.

Problemsthat appearwith (local) manufactureof the pump can be subdivided in:
* Generalproblems: underestimationof the importanceof proper management,of

personnel management, consultation, self—criticism, quality control,
motivation and discipline.

* Production problems, leading to undesirable size, shape and/or quality
deviations:
— underestimationof the importance of production in accordancewith the

standards;
— missing or failure of quality control;
— a limited knowledge of production and control techniques;
— limited means of production or its defective condition;

Local ianufacture: in the country or in a neighbour country where the puips are applied.9
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— non—optimal use of the means, personnel as well as tools;
— limited local availability of raw materials and tools, resulting in long

delays, particularly in the caseof importation;
— difficulty to find a supplier of spareparts to repair imported machines

(years after purchase);
— unreliable electricity supply.

* Organizational problems, mostly a consequence of weak management,
characterizedby (ainong others):
— a limited involvement of the management in the production;
— the low value, attached to the capital value of e.g. production

personnel and controllers (their knowledge and experience, the importance
of the transmission of knowledge) and the lack of a personnel policy;

— the great distance between management and personnel, the lack of
stimulation and even too many discouraging incentives; resulting in a
limited dedication, productivity and involvement of the personnel and
high turnover (if there are alternatives like the big town);

— a faulty insight into the costs of manufacture and production losses
(whether caused by bad management or not) and the costs of failing
quality control (e.g. consequences for costs of guarantee—repairs and the
loss of a good name and customers);

— the absence of preventative maintenance of the means of production,
resulting in breakdowns at undesirable moments and often for relatively
long periods (caused by delay of delivery of parts, to be imported);

— investment of limited financial means in unremunerative or not exactly
productive matters, like the house and the car of the manager, etc.

* Logistic problems:
— large transport distances, several frontiers and different means of

transport (delay caused by transshipment);
— few reliable (local) suppliers;
— adaptation problems and indistinctness about responsibilities, etc.;
— coimnunication problems: bad/no telephone connection, delays by sending

messagesby post.
* Financial problems:

— limited means for down payment;
— delay with payments of foreign shipments and orders, causing extra delays

in shipment and production and also loss of interest;
— high costs of transport, transfer and import duties;
— heavily bearing overhead costs because of limited sales; unremunerative

investments and improper use of the facilities (e.g. cars);
— too many debtors (friends, family, authorities, etc.).

* Political problems, at local, national and international level:
— competition falsifying tax rules (selective immunity);
— preferential treatment or opposition, with relation to the type of pump,

the degree of local production, due to powerful patrons.
* Relation with or dependence of the western parent factory:

— design and license rights;
— monopoly on the supply of materials and means of production (in

practice).
* Far from ~y bed effects, like:

— lacking involvement of the parent company in solving problems with their
pumps, manufactured and supplied by the local manufacturer, for which
they are jointly responsible (mostly presupposed on the basis of the
relationship between both manufacturers and the donor);

• deficient involvement in problems with local manufacture;
— problems related to the guarantee of the pump: sheltering behind the

local manufacture/suppl ier;
— incoinprehension/unwillingness of the local manufacturer in relation to

the terms of delivery.
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Table 3. 1 CUSTOMSRIGHTS AND DUTIES IMPOSED ON THE IM~ORTOF PUMPS
(expressed in % of the value at importationiO)

Country: BENIN BURKINA IVORY COAST TOGO NIGER

Handpumps 24,27 3,93 45,6 10 40,8
Spareparts 15,95 10,29 55,6 10 53,6

Problems, that may play a role on the background:
* Limited knowledge of the manufacturersof problems with the pump in the

field;
* In the relationship between the parent company and the local manufacturer:

— conflicting interests (e.g. protection of its own market) may result in
retained support and transmission of knowledge (e.g. who will pay for
that?);

— dependencefor the supply of materials, tools andknowledge; important
(mostly expensive)spare parts, which are specific to the pump, have to
be purchased from the parent company, due to design rights on the
pump(parts) (e.g. the diaphragm of Vergnet);

— limited validity of design and license rights in the country concerned;
— autonomy of both manufacturers, e.g.: can they each carry out design

adaptations?What are their duties and rights?
* Design and production technical aspects:

— A handpumpis a simple product but with high demandsmade upon fatigue
strength. It must function under rather extreme circumstances: high
temperature, acidity, sand and clay, non—aligned boreholes, under
inexpert use, defective maintenance,vandalism;

— Maintenanceof quality and interchangeability, when the pump is under
development, manufactured at several places with different tools and
manufacturedand applied under divergent circumstances;

— Lack of knowledge of the effect of manufacturing technologies for the
quality of the final product e.g. for the fatigue strength, the
resistance for wear, the shape and measures;

— The application of advanced manufacturing technologies for non—standard
parts, which will interfere with local manufacture, e.g.: fibre
reinforced synthetics, moulded synthetic parts;

— Unnecessary tight tolerances, mainly because of using antiquated
constructions, or constructions which are relatively difficult to keep
under control (e.g. leather cups); especially at local production;

— A different division of machine and labour costs than the production
circumstancesto which the pump design is made, resulting in unnecessary
high investments for the developing country.

— An incomplete exploitation of, c.q. adaptation to local circumstances,
like low labour costs and limited or other production tools.

* Commercial aspects:
— The product is too expensive to be sold directly to users(groups); so the

market is limited and strongly dependant on foreign donors;
* Opposition from (semi) authorities.

TECHNICAL RESEARCHITEMS:
Unable to assess.Support, instruction and sensitizing are far more important.

Extract of the report SGI 1986, Projet règional de fabrication de poipes à iain, VMOA/CEAO, BOAD.
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3.6 INSTALLATION

Technically spoken, the installation of the pump hardly causesproblems. Of
courseits complexity differs with the type of pump (weight, size, complexity),
with the installation depth (possibly the need for a pulley—block) and the
quality of the preliminary work: the borehole (collapsed, not straight, out of
plumb, etc.) andthe pump foundation (position of the concreteslab, position of
the anchorbolts).

The main practical problems during the installation (campaign) are:
* organizational aspects: co—ordination of people, transport and pump parts,

to delegate and to co—operate, control and registrate;
* limited accessibility of villages, dependingon the season;
* dealing with and reaching agreementswith local authorities.

Most of the problems will arise afterwards! Such as:
* the users dont feel themselvesresponsible for and owners of the pump;

they had no real choice (system, site), they were hardly prepared for the
later consequences,their involvement is limited to using the pump of the
JJutch, for the time the pump is functioning;

* (this results in) problems with managing the system;
* the lack of spare parts and methanics, because agreementshave not been

fulfilled and (long term) problems have been underestimated;
* problems concerning the guaranteeof the pump.

These problems mainly arise in consequence of a solistic, purely technical
intervention. Thereby the installation campaign is not an integrated part of a
broad sensitization campaign.

Generally the authorities want a guarantee on the pump for a period of one to two
years. During this time the usersdont contribute to the (costs of) maintenance,
making it impossible to judge their management.Also no real picture can be
obtai11edof the functioning of the local mechanicsand the distribution of spare
parts . Consequently the prospects for sustainability of the water supply
cannot be judged. So only after conclusíon of the external intervention the
problems will emerge. Who will then backup?

Often the contribution of the national/local authority is double and
conflicting. They want a (permanent) involvement in the system, to reinforce the
structure, although they cannot fulfil the required efforts, like e.g.
maintenanceof thepumps, training ofmechanics, managementofthe initial stock.
Meanwhile t~ey are an obstructing factor, because they hamper better
alternatives

TECHNICAL RESEARCHITEMS: None.

3. 7 OPERATION

Both the pump and its surroundings are of importance for the functioning of the
sys tem.

11 The custom to Ieave a large stock of spare parts behind (soietiies up to 10Z of the total nurber
installed), rakes it iipossible to judge the functioning (coriercially) of the distribution network and
stiiulates corruption for years.

12 Local authorities •ust initiate and control; they should not act as a link in a iaintenance structure.
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Problems originating from the pump:
* A deficient efficiency (mostly at large heads), asking much effort and time

to pump even a modest quantity of water;
* Ergonomically spoken, the operation of the pump is too heavy and/or

inconvenient to children, pregnant women and weakenedpeople;
* The pump motion encounters cultural or religious objections, like e.g.

pumping with the foot;
* Risks of injuries e.g. where parts of the body can be jammed;
* A pump operatedwith too much ease, will give a limited output and permits

the pump to operate much too fast, at the expenseof its life;
* In case of leakage much time is lost, because one first has to fill the pump

and/or a part of the pumpedwater is lost;
* A limited output may result in waiting times, if e.g. pumping with more

peoples is impracticable.

Problemsrelated to the superstructure and the other facilities:
* The set up is experiencedas improper, for examplewhen the pump is placed

far above the surroundings so that everyone pumping will be on show to
passers—by;

* The pollution, mostly due to the lack of a spillwater run—off channel and
catchment facility, a below level installation of the pump and/or the free
admission of the cattle to the direct surroundings of the pump. This may
cause the spread of diseases and infections by direct contact of the users
with the filthy water (e.g. a contaminated container on the head, or by
approaching the pump after fording a quagmire);

* An obstructed entrance to the pump, due to lack of space to walk around with
more than one person (in— and outcoming) or becauseof a large quagmire
around the pump;

* Obstruction of the water transport from the pi~p to the water cart or the
watering place (costing extra time and effort)

Most users prefer a pump that is heavy to operate (more power at a lower pump
frequency). This permits the user to transmit more power onto the pump by
increasing the pump stroke and/?~by pumping faster (e.g. with more persons) to
realize a larger discharge rate

TECHNICAL RESEARCHITEMS: None.

3.8 MANAGEMENTOF THE P1~MPSYSTEM

This section discussesthe problems that appear with village level management
of maintenance (VLOM).

Managementtasks of the committee:
* Stimulate a proper use of the facility;
* Supervision to prevent misuse;
* Organize a regular inspection and cleaning of the pump and its surroundings;
* Make sure that the necessary repairs and replacements are executed;

13 Transport of the water to the ho.e is an iiportant proble•, particularly regarding long distances, but

this falls outside of the scope of this study.

14 That children cannot operate the puip is seen as positive, since this li.its vandalisr to the puip.
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* Organize the cost recovery and its administration5 for maintenance,
repairs and future replacement;

* Management of the fund.

Managementproblems that may occur:
* The villagers dont understand the importance of the system;
* The villagers dont accept the system, because:

— it doesnt meet their expectationsor earlier promises, and/or
— the system was palmed on or forced upon them; so why should it concern

them or why should theypay for it;
* Indistinctness with the villagers about who owns the system: the government,

the project, the village or the committee. So its not theirs and they feel
no collective responsibility;

* The people responsible are not taken seriously: their instructions are not
obeyed;

* Thevillagers dont trust thepeople responsible, particularly concerning the
management of the maintenance funds;

* The villagers wont assist them, but on the contrary oppose and impute them.

Consequencesof managementproblems:
* The system doesnt work optimally (e.g., its a mess, defectively

functioning, regularly broken down and/or for a long time);
* The necessity to use alternative water sources more intensively (unclean and

sometimes further away);
* The lack of funds for repairs and future replacement (the villagers refuse

to pay their contribution any longer, because of bad management of the funds,
like ostensibly borrowing).

The causes of these problems could be:
A An insufficient preparation and support of the villagers by the implementing

project. Therefore they chose the wrong people as committee—members: people
without or with a faulty motivation and capacities. This may be a result of:
* the lack of proper sensitization;
* the absence of capable and motivated people at village level;
* the target group was inaccessible because of balances of power in the

village (resulting in the exclusion of women, e.g.);
B The problems exceed the capacities of the committee, either because:

* the committee was insufficiently prepared and supported, or
* the problems are excessive, like:

* too many breakdowns occur: due to a bad punip or borehole;
* the village is too poor or is not motivated;
* there are too many problems at village level: between families or

quarters, ethnics, religious groups, or because of external
(political) influences;

* there are no mechanics and/or spare parts;
* a large maintenance fund causing distrust, jealousy, borrowing, or

leading to an abuse of power by the committee while investing the
surplus;

C The system doesnt offer any real profit (like a greater discharge, cleaner
water, more comfort) but instead causes more problems (e.g., excessive costs,
repeated breakdowns and/or for a long time, difficulties to get the system
repaíred).

To overcome problems, separate accounts and cashboxes can be raintained; i.e. apart for (wo)ren, per
area, etc.

15
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N. B. When the users experience no real advantages, the members of the
committee have an almost impossible task trying to motivate them to
maintain the system and to contribute financially.

A new drinking water supply system is often an alien element in the village. The
initiative and the thoice which system to install nearly always comes from
outside the village. At most the villagers can refuse. Formerly it was everyones
own problem to obtain drinking water (apart from digging and maintaining the
well). Now the people must become organized. The necessary level of organization
and managementoften exceeds the level of earlier communal activities.
When a number of villagers refuse to contribute financially, extra social
tensions may arise. This may lead to further refusal to contribute and so to a
complete stop of the system~6.
Guarantee on the pump can work counterproductively. The users are not persuaded
from the beginning that the maintenance is their responsibility. In the case of
future technical problems they will just wait quietly and expect them to come
to solve the problem.

Reasons for the lack of a serious preparation of the users:
* underestimation by the project and the village of the necessity of an

effective management of the new system;
* underestimation by the project and donors of the problematic nature of

village level management.
Therefore the necessary actions were omitted like sensitization, training and
involving the villagers in the preparations and the realization of the system.

N.B.1 During and after the implementation, many village level management
problems arise from indistinctness: concerning the responsibilities and
tasks of donors, of local authorities, projects, suppliers, mechanics,
the management committee and of the users.

2 To evaluate the sustainability of the village level management of
maintenance is impossible, as long as the implementing project is
involved (directly or indirectly, whether or not structured). Such an
implementing project often contributes (more or less hidden) in the sense
of motivating the users, of preventive maintenance and serves as a safety
net for excessive costs. Without such a support many pump systems will
never be sustainable.

TECHNICAL RESEARCHIT1~S: None.

3.9 MAINTENANCE

THE CAUSES OF BREAKDOWNS

Possible causesof breakdowns:
* In intensive use:

* the extreme fatigue load of parts causing fractures;
* the rubbing of pump parts against one another and the

borehole casing, causing excessive wear;
* maladjustment of the pump design to:

* the high acidity of the water;
* the large head;

* inferior materials, faults in the material, faulty manufacture of parts,

16 For that reason those responsible for the ianageientof the systei urge for a (pad)lockon the purp: not

only to disallow use to the defaulters, but also to prevent iisuse of the puip.

pump against the
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insufficient quality control;
* accumulated sediment in parts of the pump;
* not straight or partly collapsed boreholes;
* more than one pump in one borehole;
* postponed or bad maintenance and repairs.

Unfortunately at larger heads handpumps still cause different problems, although
steady progress has been made over the past decade.

There is a great difference between the real and the apparent maintenance costs
of handpump systems. Most reports only give a rough and concealing indication.
These differences are due to, among others:
* no mention of the costs of project interventions like free repairs,

subsidized transport and renovations;
* repairs not executed (the pump remains broken down);
* stripping one pump to repair the other.
The maintenance costs in the long term (after the conclusion of the project) are
not mentioned. For example those due to rusting of the risers and rods, worn
through risers and diaphragms.

Generally the maintenance of the borehole exceeds the financial capacity of the
villagers.

THE MAINTENANCESTRUCTURE

There are several different systems for the maintenance of handpumps:
* centrally organized maintenance, executed by a (semi—)governmental

enterpri se;
* a system with a division of tasks between national, regional and local

levels, based upon the level of complexity of the technical problems: the so—
called three—tiers system;

* a division of tasks on two levels: two—tiers system;
* no division of tasks: a regional mechanic executes all repairs and

installations; if necessary he calls upon a specialized enterpriser like a
welder.

(In Niger the distributor of Vergnet pumps has proposed that the authorities
conclude a maintenance contract for these pumps, on a fixed rate, to be paid for
by the village.)

In general, direct involvement of the government in the maintenance of pumps
proves to be unsuccessful. Furthermore, the costs of functioning are excessive.
The experiences with the two— and three—tiers systems were reported elsewhere and
will therefore not be further discussed here [1}.
This seç7tion briefly discusses the latter set—up, based on a regional
mechanic

1~,usually a small entrepreneur. The contribution of the (local)
authority is limited to initiator and controller (e.g., to prevent forcing—up of
prices) and mediator (in a global sense) in conflicts between villagers,
mechanics and the distributor. Generally the authorities will be involved in the
necessary maintenance of the borehole (initíation and supervision).

17 The contribution of a village mechanic is undesirable for iost deepwell handpurps. ~ regional mechanic

is better trained and has rore experience and tools. This reduces the risk of inadequate repaits.
Frequent inspections often cause •ore problems than they prevent, especially when they are executed by
a village rechanic who has to prove himself.
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In principle, maintenance is only executed at the request of the management
committee. Without their permission no one should have the right to adjust the
pump. Maintenanceof the direct surroundings of the pump, like the pavement, the
spillwater runoff channel and the fence is the task of the village.

PROBLEMSWITH THE REPAIRS

Problems for the village:
* There is no mechanic in tbe region, never installed or introduced, or he is

gone (e.g. exodus);
* The villagers have a conflict with the mechanic, they dont trust him and

accusehim of unwillingness, malevolence, etc.;
* There are no spare parts available in the region or only of inferior quality;
* Excessive costs of labour, spare parts, travelling and transport;
* The pump is out of order too often or for too long as repairs take much time.

Problem for the mechanics:
* The weight of pump parts asks for a tripod arrangement;
* The risks of accidents and mistakes, mostly at his expenses;
* Not enough (paid) work to make a 1ivin~ if sidelines dont produce enough,

migration is sometimes the only answerLO;
* The villagers (and the local authorities) hold them responsible for the

numerous breakdowns, even when due to design faults;
* They are accused of being only focused on their profit;
* Often they are not paid (in time) for the job and their transport costs;
* They lack the means to replace tools;
* The transport of tools and materials;
* A parasitical (local) authority, threatening to recall the license, tools and

the means of transport placed at the disposal of the mechanic.

It is of great importance to make watertight agreements (contracts!) in relation
to the proprietary rights of the tools and the eventual means of transport. That
should prevent the threat of undeserved recall by local public servers with the
excuse that the mechanic doesnt work properly. Otherwise these tools may
disappear provoking an erosion of the maintenance infrastructure.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF SPARE PARTS

Via a commercial distribution network spare parts are to be sold in the region.
Too often the spare part supply is very unprofessional or non—existent. Sometimes
an implementing project or a departmental authority has the task to distribute
the spare parts (a value of up to 1O~ of the total investment in pumps is
sometimes simply dumped into their stock). But often their earnings vanish
(embezzlement of funds) and the stock of spare parts is not replenished.

Problems for the local distributor(/importer):
* A limited turnover and a low profit;
* The difficulty to find a supplier of spare parts (of older models);

Preferably a rechanic is selected from several already independent operating entrepreneurs. They must
receive an appropriate training and roral support during the preliminary stage. They iust be involved
in the installation and possible renovation progrars, even of other types of (hand) purps in their
region, on a corrercial basis. In this way they gain experience and they increase theii consideration
and their income. These iay keep them in their regions.

18
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* The long delivery times;
* Paying in advance;
* Import restrictions.

Problems for the manufacturer:
* Delivery of the right spare parts, years after installation of the pump.
* Small margins due to insignificant numbers.

The high import duties on pumps and especially on spare parts are an extra
handicap. This problem is mostly discovered after the withdrawal of the donor
projects and the expiry of their import facilities (exemption from taxation)!
Local manufactureis often discouragedby import impedimentsand duties on tools
and raw materials.

TECHNICAL RESEARCHITEMS: None.

3. 10 REPLACEMENT

Replacementof the old or worn pump may be necessaryonce repairing is more
costly than buying a new pump, when obtainingspareparts has becomean insoluble
problem, or becauseof its limited discharge rate replacementby an other type
of (mechanical) pump may be necessary.

Replacementat the initiative and expense of the villagers, will hardly ever
happen. Therefore, most implementation projects dont succeedin realizing a
sustainablepump system in the villages. It servesonly temporarily: a few years.

A village, attached to its old pump, will try to keep it working for years by
repairing it. Only a few villages can afford to replace the pump. Those who
didnt take the trouble to maintain their old pump, will not exert themselves to
replace it (in due time).

When preparing for replacing the old pump the village will face the following
difficulties:
* Invest an excessive sum at once (instead of gradually, as with repair);
* Managing a large fund and making it profitable before investing it;
* The lack of a credit system or investment facilities;
* Other investments/expenseshave priority and offer better results in the

short term;
* The villagers prefer to wait for a generous brother or the next

rehabilitation project, to avoid unnecessary investments;
* And last but not least: care kìlled the cat...

When making a choice for a new pump, the following considerations are important
to the villagers:
* What is better: to renovatethe old pump or to replace it?
* Which pump to chose, taking into account the directives of the authorities

(standardization), of technical developments and the (future) demand of the
village?

* Where to buy it and under what conditions (e.g. is it sensible to pay in
advance)?

* Who is going to maintain the pump and where can we get spare parts9

Problems for a rehabilitating project:
* Is replacement by the project justifiable when the villagers are not

motivated, have no money, have not saved, have embezzled the maintenance
fund, have no management conunittee? In short: what is the sense of just
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replacing?
* Which pumps to replace? Also in villages where the old pump was not

maintained?
* Replacementby which model of pump?
* Ðoesthe village haveto pay an advance; do they have to pay (off) the whole

pump?

N.B. If the villagers dont have to pay at this time for the replacementof
their old pump, will replacementat their expensebe takenserious next
time? Logical reaction of the villagers: tomorrow is another day.

In practice the rehabilitating project steamrolls the existing situation.
Replacementalone will not lead to a sustainable solution. So a rehabilitating
project will have to pay attention to: sensitizing of the villagers, training and
equipment of the mechanics, installing and/or reinforcing of spare part
distribution,

The problemthat the position of the foundation bolts may not correspond with the
new pump is minor comparedto other problems.

TECHNICAL RESEARCH ITEMS:
How to decrease the purchase costs of handpumps.

3.11 CONCLUSIONS÷ SLM4ARY

The causes for malfunctioning of a handpump, or being or staying out of order,
strongly diverge. Up to heads of about 40 meter design technical problems should
no longer be relevant. Alas, many villages have to contend with very high
maintenancecosts, becausetheir handpump is not up—to—date.
At large heads technical problems are still significant: mainly because of
fatigue and strongly reduced mechanical efficiencies. Therefore only few
manufacturersdare to guaranteetheir pump for such heads.

Because handpumps have become much more reliable in the past decade, other
problemshave gained importanceover technical problems. Important problemsare:
* inadequate management and quality control at the (local) manufacture;
* deficient preparation and execution of the implementation;
* villagers, unpreparedto manageandmaintain the pump, due to lack of proper

sensitization;
* no spare parts supply and no mechanics;
* problems with the borehole;
* lack of means to replace the handpump(in due time).
These problems sometimes dramatically reduce the sustainability and availability
of the handpump. For most of these problems solutions are available. Serious
execution of the various tasks will generally comply with the needs.

Problems, asking for extra attention:
* the limited profits for mechanics and for the distributor, threatening the

sustainability of the maintenancestructure;
* reliable and appropriate saving and credit facilities for the villagers, in

behalf of the future replacementof the pump;
* monitoring.

Problems requiring technical investigations:
* how to reduce the cost price of handpumps drastically;
* the development of lasting joints in pvc rising mains (fatigue resistant);
* the developmentof a simple means to examine boreholes.
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AIJPEflNAT LVE S 1?Ofl DEEPWE L L ILANDflJMPS:
POTENT TALS ÆND CONS TflA TNTS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

By alternatives are meant:
* Pumpsystems, mainly intended for the drinking water supply for 300 to 2000

people (about 6 to 50 m3/day), and for dynamic water levels between 30 and
100 meters, without a distribution system (just taps near the pump system);

* Stand—alone systems (where there is no grid), with a prime mover based on
solar energy, wind, diesel or animal traction, or a combination of these.

N.B. The systems concerned have a daily volume times head from 180 to 5000
m4, andforin an important part of the non—piped mechanized drinking water
supplies. The systems with large discharge rates are frequently equipped
with a distribution network.

Systems based on a combination of prime movers, to be called hybrids, will be
discussed in section 4.6. This includes muscle—powered systems; in support of the
other prime mover (mixed) or (temporary) substitution (standby).

The systems consist of: a borehole, a pump with rising main, a drive, a prime
mover with control and protection systems, a water tap system and usually a water
reservoir. They should also be equipped with a water runoff channel and a fence.

The potentials and constraints of these alternative systems depend on:
* the circumstances: head, discharge rate, availability of sun, wind and diesel

oil, . . .

* the technology of the system: stage of development, suitability for and
adaptation to the circumstances, technical construction;

* the quality and availability of mechanics and spare parts;
* the village: motivation, socio—economic situation, management capacities;
* the qualaty of implementation: sensitization, instruction and support by the

project, involvement of the village;
* financial aspects: amplitude and partition of the costs: initial costs,

running costs, repairs, replacement——see NEI—report;
* the policy and interference of (local) authorities.

Whether the villagers wilI use the modern pump system depends on:
* the water quality of the system, like hardness, taste;
* the walking distance to9 the tap, accessibility, opening hours and

availability of the system
* the old situation: the accessibility, depth, distance and water quality of

the old sources (wells, c.q. handpurnps and/or surface water);
* the price of the water and the system of payment.

19 ~vai1ahi1ity: (Iength of period — total down—tite) / length of period.
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COMPARISONOF SYSTEMS

Figure 4.1 Decision chart for an appraisal of solar, wind and diesel pump
appropr iatenes s
(Source: Solar photovoltaic products, 91 [7])

N.B. When compared with the 1988 edition of Solar photovoltaic products the
appraisal margins for appropriateness have shifted remarkably: for PV—

systems from 500 m4 up to 800 m4 and for solar irradiation from 5 down
to 3 kWh/m2! A11 in spite of recent considerable increases in price for
PV—systems for large heads.

Relevant cost items:
* research costs (several systems are still under development);
* material and manufacturing costs, guarantee costs;
* margins for the manufacturer, distributors, installer, ...;

* transport and transhipment costs, import duties, insurances;
* construction and installation costs;
* running costs, like: fuel, operator, maintenance, sale

adininistration, travelling expenses to the bank, . .;

* management costs;
* costs of repairs: travelling expenses of informnnt, mechanic and

parts, fetching the spare parts, labour costs;
* costs of replacement (see above);
* project costs, like: preparatory study, execution or

supervision, instruction and sensitizing, backstopping;
* financing costs.

of water,

tools, spare

boarding out,

Because of all these expenses tlie ultimate costs of the system will exceed the
ex factory prices several times. Not only the costs, but also the interests of
various parties concerned may bedecisive in c-hoosing n system. Whether that
choice will also be the best for tlie users is questionable. Does the village
really have a sa~ in the~matler, apart from yes or no

N ¥

¥
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Figure 4.2 Comparativecosts of pv, diesel power and grid extension (1987)~
(Source: Solar photovoltaic products,91 [7})

N.B. Which costs are included in this comparison? The running costs for the
village in case of total village—level management of maintenance? Also
the costs of the implementing project? Based on monitoring or on
estimations? To what extent has the situation changed since 1987?
ijnfortunately, this publication will hardly answer these questions.

The sustainability of the various systems remains a weak point. A number of
methods to boost sustainability have been tried. For example:
* technical measures, aimed at:

— increasing receipts from the system, e.g. by stimulating water
consumption by extending the system with laundry slabs, watering place,
water tower and distribution system and a large ground level water
storage (design Mali Aqua Viva); or

— decreasing the costs:
— reduction of the system to its very essence, e.g.: no taps nor

reservoir and/or
— limiting the need for regular maintenance and inspections

(unfortunately leading to more advanced and complex systems);
* extrasupportofthevillage: sensitization, instruction, credits, subsidies,

insurance, maintenance contract,

It is questionable whether large and complex systemswill ever be profitable and
sustainable for small villages, apart from rich and fast growing communities.
Usually the villagers continue to use the old springs for a major part of their
water consurnption, making it more difficult to make the new system profitable.

A mechanized puiiip system is much more expensive (purchase, maintenance,
replacement) than e.g. handpumps (for similar discharges). The question is
whether such systems are in the interest of poor cominunities. The extra time

PeakWatts (Wp) : the output of a PV ~odu1eor array under refei ence conditions, a.o. a solar irradiatiori
of 1000 W/B2.

Source
Adapted frorn M R. Starr 19B7

AVERAGE DAÌLY LOAD (kWWday)
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gained in comparisonwith the use of a handpumpis limited and can only partly
be converted into productive work. Besides, the water quality does not improve.
The mechanizedsystem only offers more luxury to the users. The fact that a
mechanizedpump realizes a larger dischargerate from aborehole than is possible
with a simple handpump is mainly in the interest of the donor, possibly saving
an extra borehole. Also, for the villagers it will be hard to make a surplus of
water profitable.

Mechanizedpump systems usually increasedependenceon foreign countries and make
use of scarce foreign exchange(for oil, spare parts, ...).

Good management is a major factor for the sustainability of the system. See for
further details Section 4.7 and for socio—economic aspects the NEI report.

For larger heads the following pumps are mainly used:
* multi—stage centrifugal pumps;
* rotary positive displacement pumps: like Mono;
* piston displacement pumps: for small discharges.
As hybrid diaphragm pumps (Vergnet) and water oscillation pumps (Pulsa) are also
u.sed on a limited scale.

For large heads and for small discharges piston pumps and rotary positive
displacementpumps can be used. For large discharge rates centrifugal pumps are
the only real solution. The efficiency ofmulti—stage centrifugal pumps decreases
with the diameter of the pump.
The life span of the pumps strongly depends on the sediment in the water (type,
concentration) and accidentally running dry. (Preventive) maintenance is usually
limited to replacing bearings, seals and the pumping element, when done timely.
Corrosion is hardly of account for these pumps, as most of them are made of
corrosion resistant materials. Piston pumps may suffer from fatigue. Because of
the specialized character of these pumps, one fully depends on the manufacturer,
c.q. (local) distributor. The potential for local manufacture is limited, except
for piston pumps.
The overall efficiency (pump plus drive), the discharge rate and the head
determine the size of the prime mover.

Important types of water reservoirs and some constraints:
* steel tanks, bolted or welded: leakage due to incompetent manufacture or

installation, corrosion due to a poor protective layer;
* concrete, poured on the spot or bricklayed with blocks: cracks, decay of

concrete, if the work is not done professionally (e.g. faulty foundation
and/or reinforcement) or by lack of a protective synthetic layer as
protection against aggressive water (p.e. pH<6).

The choice of the type of reservoir usually depends on the local availability of
rawmaterials and manufacture and transport facilities. Depending on the site and
the needs the reservoir is either built directly on the ground, on a small
platform or on a tower. Usually the big reservoirs are made out of concrete.

The reservoir (eventually with tower) may have an important effect on the total
initial costs. Therefore most reservoirs are relatively small. The capacity is
often less than the water consumption of one day. It is therefore primarily meant
to set off peaks in the water intake and to permit water tapping while the pump
is not working (temporarily). As a backup for days without enough wind or sun,
or during a breakdown, thesereservoirs have no significance. In these casesan
alternative spring or an extra prime mover is indispensable.

The small systems are frequently experimental in relation to the technology used,
the economicsor the management. Generally the impulse for such experiments comes
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from outside the developing country itself.

4. 2 SOLAR ENERGYSYST1~ÄS: PROTOVOLTAICSYST1~4S

SITIJATION

On1y photovoltaic systemsare still relevant. Other systemsbasedon solar energy
have been pushed out of the market due to: the plummetedprices for PV panels,
their mechanical simplicity and the great reliability of electric systems.
Three types of PV cells are generally in use: mono—crystalline and multi—
crystalline wavers (around 16~respectively 13~efficiency) and thin film
amorphoussilicon modules (5—9ij. The potential for cost reduction is greatest
for the latest type. The power output (especially of the latest type) diminishes
slightly with time.
The maximum power output increaseswith the level of irradiance, but decreases
with temperaturerises.

The average total daily solar irradiation varies roughly between 1 and 8
kW/m2/day (tilted array surface). This value varies with latitude, with climate,
seasonandweather. The capturedradiation is a combination of direct and diffuse
radiation.

Two types of array settings are used:
* in most cases: fixed flat plate arrays, tilted at an angle approximately

equal to the angle of latitude for the site;
* for some small units: tracking arrays, to follow the path of the sun and to

capture more irradiance.
The modular set up of the PV—arraysmakes it possible to adapt to a particular
situation and in the future modules can be addedas water requirements increase.

Old PV pump systems (+/—1980) consisted of an above ground direct current (DC)
electric motor, driving a rotary positive displacement pump via a mechanical
drive. This system appearsless reliable, is more expensiveand, comparedwith
systemsbased on a submersible pump, its efficiency is lower.
A submersible pump is a compact unit of a pump (usually a centrifugal pump) and
an electric motor hanging in the water in the borehole. Commonly DC submersible
pumpsare used for small capacities (<400 m4) and alternating current (AC) motors
for the larger capacities. The AC motor pump unit is more compact andneeds less
maintenance.DC has to be converted by use of a DC/AC invertor to 3—phase AC.
Most systemsare smaller than 1500 Wp (about 1000 m4 for the Sahel).

Several handpump manufacturers (among others: Pulsa, Vergnet, SWN) experiment
with handpumps with extension: an above ground DC motor and a mechanical drive
for thehandpump (see Hybrids, Section 4.6). This set up is chosen because of its
electronic simplicity, highest efficiency and lowest costs.

N.B. A high efficiency piston pump with an efficient PV—drive turns out to be
an efficient solution for large heads and limited discharges.
A PV—drive may increase the discharge rate of a handpump, especially at
larger depths, by 2 to 3 times (with a maximum of 300 to 400 W absorbed
power).
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Typical Products Avaílable

Figure 4.3 Perforinance of coininercially available solar pumping systems
(Source: Solar photovoltaic products 91 [7])

The efficiency of a subinersible pump with invertor is about 3O—4O~,giving an
overall efficiency of 4 to 5~for an efficient PV—systeni. The life span of a
centrifugal pump is about 6 years, depending on the intensity of use and the
water quality (sediinent, acidity). The life span of the DC/AC—invertor is
sometiines very disappointing; not even a year. This technology is in full
development and probably these problems will soon be solved.

The price of PV—panels is decreasing slowly. Moinentarily the prices are about 4
$/Wp (ex factory, without taxes). However, the increasing prices of the other
parts (partly) compensate the price reduction of the panels. (N.B. PV pump
systeins for large heads have even become much ìnore expensive recently.) Complete
systeins will not become cheaper, unless large quantities are sold (scale effects,
cash—and—carry). The ex factory prices for complete systems (PV—arrays with
support, invertor ancl controller, submersible puinp set and cables) varies at the
moment from 12 to 24 $/Wp. The costs of a complete system (with reservoir),
installed by an~insta11er inay coine to 3 to 4 times this ex factory price!

2

Har~dpurnpange S,ngle Siage
Centr~i,~galPuriip~
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The technology is coinplicated, especially for an AC system, but inaintenance and
repairs are relative simply. This is due to: 1) the liinited need for maintenance
and repairs; 2) the mechanical siinplicity of the system and 3) repairing is
mainly a question of replacing, especially the electronic components. With
relatively siinple means local mechanics can localize the defect. Generally repair
will only be successful if new spare parts are available. For the time being the
distribution of spare parts is a weak link.

Regular maintenance and inspection of the above ground parts is simple (e.g.
cleaning the panels) and women,• generally the only people inotivated, can take
care of that. Without such interventions the system will continue to work (except
if cables are eaten away), be it with less capacity. Maintenance and repairs of
the down—borehole parts is a specialized job, which is normally only done in case
of a breakdown——when no inore water is pumped. This rarely happens because PV—
systeins (in principle) can last for years without replaceinent of spare parts
(soine types of DC—inotors do need having the carbon brushes replaced every two
years, which is a serious matter for a submersible pump system).

Because of the modular set up of PV—systeins (panel, subinersible puinp, ...) and
becauseindustrial standards aremet (threads, voltages, etc.), it is relatively
simple to find new units even after years: other brands of units can be used.

POTENTIALS

For the time being, this pump technology will not outstrip other (non grid)
systeins, although the appraisal margins for appropriateness for PV—pumps shifted
remarkably froin 500 m4 in 88 up to 800 in4 now. This is particularly due to:
* other systems are less reliable;
* the relatively simple inaintenance and repairs (=replacement!);
* the quiet and non—polluting operation of PV—systems, independent of organic

fuel.

The scale on which these pump systems will be applied in developing countries
moinentarily depends on external donors and the eventual reduction in price of
complete PV—systems.

CONSTRAINTS

The most iinportant constraints are:
* Fluctuations in solar radiance; to compensate for these fluctuations the

system (especially the PV—arrays) can be overdimensioned or a reservoir, an
extra prime mover (hybrid) or an alternative source can be added.

* The present high costs of purchase and replacement which largely exceed the
carrying capacity of the local population. This further limits the restricted
potentials of PV—systems in relation to diesel and wind, even in sunny
regions.

Although the reduction of the price of the panels steadily continues, the
purchase cost of complete systeins seems to have stabilized. For large heads and
large discharge rates especially the systein can hardly compete. The investment
costs are about proportionate to the wanted capacity and thus to the PV—array
surface. Besides, precisely the prices of PV—systems for large heads have gone
up. (Maybe in the meantiine these systems have been enlarged on account of
complaints from the field about the capacity, which was less than indicated?)

The panels are susceptible to dainage during transport and may become an
impediment to the villagers after installation.
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The life span of most modernPV—systemsappearsto be long. But thesesystemsare
not free of maintenance:breaking panels, broken invertor, wearing (centrifugal)
pump, corrosion, sensitive complexelectronics and damagedcables (UV, termites).
Besides, there is the risk of a stroke of lightning: one stroke may damage the
whole system, including the borehole. (How much chance?) The PV—system is also
susceptible to vandalism and theft. This may lead to excessive costs for the
users. (Should calamities be covered by insurance, maintenance contracts or
leasing contracts???)
The system involves an extra infringement on (foreign) cash reserves. For the
time being, manufacture in developing countries will be of limited importance.

The technology is relative new. To prevent a permanentdependenceon specialist
interventions (high costs, long breakdown periods) a decent system of local
mechanics and the distribution of spare parts must be realized. Only with
satisfactory returns and enoughsystemsinstalled, this may become profitable and
thus sustainable.

Management by the village is an important condition to attain an effective and
efficient management and functioning of the pump system. However, building up and
managing a relative large fund for maintenance and future replacement often
causes problems!

TECRNICAL RESEARCRIT1~4S: specialized research; manufacturersresponsability

4. 3 WINI) ENERGYSYST~4S

S ITUATION

Windmills may be competitive at mean wind speeds of minimally 3 m/s (calculated
over periods of months) and limited capacities (up to 800 m4), especially for
large heads. At higher mean wind speeds the economic efficiency strongly
increases. To bridge windless periods a sizable water reservoir, a standby prime
mover or an alternative water source (well, handpump, ..) is indispensable.

For larger heads (>30 m) only piston pumps and progressive cavity pumps are
applied. From a technical point of view, the most simple construction is a piston
pump driven by a crank drive mechanism.Its dischargerate is limited, due to the
low maximum admissible pump frequencybecauseof resonancesof the water column
in the rising main (just a few strokes per second). The progressive cavity pump
needs a more advanced driving system. However, this pump is suitable for larger
discharge rates, becausemuch higher numbersof revolutions are admissible (as
much as 1000 rpm). In consequenceof its higher purchase costs this system is
only profitable at higher wind velocities and larger capacities. Systems based
on e.g. a wind generator (electric) and a submersible pump are too costly and too
complex for this application.

Ðueto the large torque needed for starting piston pumps and progressive cavity
pumps only slow rotating multi—blade mills can be applied.

Using windmills for (drinking) water supply is an old tecbnology, even from great
depths. Old multi—blade models are still manufactured and sold. In the past
decade research on windmill pump systems has focused on the reduction of costs,
simplifying local manufacture and maintenance, improving safety systems and
realizinghigher overall efficiencies. }Iigher efficiencies have been realized by
(among others) provisions to facilitate the start at lower wind velocities
(reduction of starting torque).
The tecbnology of windmills in combination with piston pumps is practically
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5.4. General comparison of unit water costs for different
smai!I-scalewater pumpingtechniques

An ideaof the currentand future watercostsof wind pumps, when cornparedto fuel and
solar parnps, can be obtained frorn Figures 5.3.a and 5.3 b The figures have been
prepared,using the equationspresentedin Appendix C, which arebasicallythe sameas
thoseusedin the cost cornpansonprocedurepresentedin Section5 2.

In the flgiires the unit watercost relatedto the pumping system(ie. excluding water
source,storage,anddistnbution)is indicatedascost perunit of hydraulicenergy,and i5
shown as a fuiiction of the annualaveragepu.mping reqnirernentper day On both axes
different units are indicated Energyrnaybe expressedeitheraskWh hydrauhc,or asm4
(i e volume of waterin rn tìmesheadin rn, see Section 1.2, Chapter1)

Thegrapbsarebasedon the datagiven in Table 5 5 However,inclusion of the cornplete
rangesof aU parametersindicatedin the table would tend to fill the graphcompletely
wìth very wide bandsof cost curves,andthedistinction betweenthe technologieswoald
be Iost. Therefore some a.ssumptionswere rnadefor the different technologies.In a
situation where these assurnptionsarenot valid, a new set of graphsrnay be drawn,
using the equationsin Appendix C and the blank graphpaper in Appendix E The
assumptlonsmadehere arethefollowing

_________ For very smallwater requiiementsit was assuinedthat the
srna.llestavailablesize of engineis used.If, for large water
requírements,a Iarger purnpset is neededthan the largest
availablegasohnepurnp, it was assumedthat rnore pamps
will be used.This is reahsticfor suction purnps.However, if
the pump is to be insta1ledon a tubewell, this woa1dimply
additiona1tubewells,wluch is not reahstic.

Lífetime According to Table 5 5 and numberof hoursof operation,
see below(useandapplication)

MajnLenan~eand repair. Both valuesof Table5 5 areincludedin therangeindicated
in theflgure

Qperatingcpst Fuel US ~O 35 — O 70 perhter, the bandin the figure covers
both va1ues Operator zero (this cost is difficult to assess
and iit anycasesimilar for different technologies)

Out~utperformance~ Accotding to Table 5 5 with efficiencyof pampand hnesof
40%.

Use andapplicatipn Diesel 2000 hoursper year. For 365 daysof operationthis
means5 5 hoursperday
Kerosenefgasohne1000 hours per year. For 365 days of
operationthis means2 75 hoursof operationper day
For very sma1l water requirernents,where the smallest
availablesize is used,the nuinberof hoursof operationis
reducedaccordingto thereqturement

Lifetirne. 15 years.

Classica1: US $ 400/m2 (tota1, including transport,
installation)

Future US S 200/m2
For very sma.11water requirexnentsit wasa.ssumedthat very
small wind pumpsare ayailable, down to I mdiarneter. For
largewater reqnirements,requiring a wind machine Iarger
than 8 rn diarneter,Jt was assumedthat electncalsysterns
a.re used,at thesamespecificinvestmentcost

Ma.intenance. Present 5%,
Future. 3%,
Fixed annualcost.US $ 50

Overatingçpst Zero (this costis difficuit to assessandsimilar for different
technologies).

Outvnt oerfprrnance Qu.ality factorß = P/AV3

classical: ß = 0 08,
future. ß = 0.15 (seeTable2.2, Chapter2).

JJse andapolicptipn: Ratioof hydraulicpowerdexnandin designmonth to annua1
averagehydraui.icpowerdemand:1.

Note that thewind speedindicatedin the figure is the wind speedin thedesign rnonth.

Solarpurnps

hi~e~tment~ Present~ US$ 18/W~,
Future US $ 9/W~,
Long term~US $ 6/W~

LiLe~time 15 years

Maintenanceapdreyajr SeeTable5 5
Overating cost Zero (this costii diffict.i]t 10 assessandanyhow similar for

different technologies).

Out~utverformance Averagedaily energysubsysiemefflciency: 17s = 40%.

JJse andaDDlicptipn: Ratio of hydraulic power detnand in design month ~and
annualaveragehydraulicpowerdemand~1.

The irradiation in the design month was assurned to be 4 kWhfm2/day, or
14 MJ/rn7/day.

Wind puxnps

Inve~~~

w
S~J

Engine-dnvenpnmps

Investmen

Source: Wind Pumping Ilandbook [10]
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coinpletely worked out. Only for large and nxore coinplex systeins (hydraulic and
electric) new developnxentscan still be expected.

With regard to local manufacturedevelopinentsare still possíble, like: better
adapteddesigns,batch production (at increaseddemand), iinproved quality control
and lower costs. PV—systems,diesel generatorsand submersibleptnnps are high—
tech, mass produced and tested in the factory. Windnxill nianufacture, on the
contrary, ínvolves a classic method of iaetal work (piece—work) in which quality
control is generally underdeveloped, though every weld is of great iinportance
because of the high fatigue loads and the enoriaous forces during storm. Besides,
the first complete assešnblage and testing only takes place after final
installation.

The wind energy systems have become more reliable. However, aix essentía1
condition ìs: qualified and tiniely maintenance.

POTENTIAI.S

In places with mean wind speeds of inore than 3 in/s during the whole year
(calculated over periods of a nionth), a wirxdniill punip system may be the best
solutìon. This is the case in nxany developing countries situated ori the coast.

Yet, although windiníll pump systems:
* are clean in application and use a free and clean source of energy;
* consist of simple technology (straight forward mechanical system);
only a limited growth of the installed capacity in deve~oping countries is to be
expected for dririking water supply irx the short term.
Auto—dissiinìnation i.s out of the question, except for conunercial private use.

However, that is only profitable at sniall heads: irrigation.

Donors and impleinentatiori pro,jects could try to altei this situation.

Figure 4.3 Annual inean wind speeds (approximate jndication)
(Source: Water puinping devices [9))
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CONSTRAINTS

Wind is an inconstant and limited source of energy and necessitates an extra
prime mover (hybrid), a water reservoir or an alternative water source. The wind
force strongly varies with the location. Windznills need space and a free air
current. Generally the best location for a windnxill is not the right place for
a borehole.

Where people are not used to windmill puinp systexns, it will not reach a large
scale application. (Even where it used to be the case, windxnills are
disappearing.) Why?
* The costs are too high for the users, especially of maintenance and repairs

(although the initial costs are generally lower, compared with PV—systems,
and born by the donors);

* Its disappointing sustainability, due to:
* lack of the necessary maintenance discipline;
* the great risk of danxage and of protracted out of order due to:

— storiii dainage: sensitivity for storzns, in spite of safety systezns;
— dainage caused by lightning: sensitivity for strokes of lightning

because of the large height and the steel construction;
— sensitivity to inexpert maintenance/interventions (e.g. putting the

safety system in disuse);
* The alternatives are too inviting due to their šnodern image: diesel, solar.

A motivated managementcommittee and/or mature direct parties concerned ís an
important condition for regularly executed (preventive) maintenance. Without this
the windinill systezn risks being ruined completely. Probably because necessary
maintenanceis not carried out on time, many windmills break down. Major dainage
cannot be quickly repaired on the spot, so the system will be out of use for
quite some tišne. Due to the small nunxber of windmills and the lack of
standardization the spare part supply remains problematical.

N.B. A windznill is a typical male technology. Wošnen, generally the only
party directly concerned, dont know anything about it. They cannot
climb into the tower to form a picture of the situation and therefore
depend completely on men, who often dont give a dainri. Besides, the
villagers are dependenton the mechanic, even if they dont trust him or
find him incompetent.
Without regular inspection nobody will notice the slow break down of the
windmill or the punip (in contrast with e.g. a handpuinp). Only after the
system stops giving water and the damage is already considerable, they
call for the mechanic. The importance of preventive maintenance is often
underestimated by the management committee as well as the mechanic. But
even if the mechanic proposes to replace parts preventively, the
conmxittee prefers to wait until the system ís really broken down (stopped
puznping water). They are afraid the mechanic only wants to line his
pockets Sad to say that repairs are often badly done.

The management of funds for maintenance and future replacement is a difficult
task.

The transport of the system is problematic: a lot of materials and a wide three-
dimensional construction. This is of extra importance with regard to future
replacement by the village.

The internxitten~ working piston pumps are sensitive to the resonancefrequencies
of the water colujnn. These intensify the fatigue load, which may result in
fractures, especially after inexpert repairs.
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TECHNICAL HESEARCHIT~4S:Adapting windmill designs to local inanufacture.

4.4 COMBUSTION ENGINES: DIESEL

SITUATION

Diesel engines are available with a capacity from about 3 kW. To prevent
prematurewear the engine normally is derated to about 2/3 of its inaxiinum power.
Tbe smallest diesel engine is powerful enough for pump systems with a daily
volume times head of 2000 m4. For smaller capacities a few hours running a day
is sufficient. A water reservoir is required to be able to tap water during the
whole day. Water output can be adaptedto the needs, independentof the weather
conditions (sun, wind).

Stationary diesel engines for deepwell pump systems can be divided in:
* low speed engines: heavy, durable (up to 20,000 hours), maximuni 1200 rpm

(e.g. Lister);
* high speed engines: compact, cheap in purchase, less durable (up to 8,000

hours), up to 3000 rpm;
* water cooled or forced air cooled (noisy).
Transporting, installing and replacing a diesel engine is relative simple.

The present efforts are mainly focused on the improvement of production
technologies and on the reduction of the need for maintenance. For these small
stationary diesel engines developments related to the reduction of noise and
pollution of air and ground are minimal (spin—off excepted).

Most mechanized pump systems are diesel—electric: a 3—phase AC generator,
directly built on to the engine, provides a centrifugal submersible pump with
current. In anglophone countries mechanically driven rotary positive displacement
pumps are also used. Both systems require little space. For very large depths
(and limited discharge rates) mechanically driven piston pumps are also used,
because of their high overall efficiency.

Suitability and reliability depend on (apart from the quality of the
installation):
* the regular availability of diesel oil and its quality;
* adequate supervision and frequent (preventive) maintenanceto prevent running

dry of the diesel engine and the pump; this depends on the operator, the
mechanics, the spare parts and material supply;

* funds for running costs: this depends on the socio—economic situation and the
management by the village.

Compared to a solar or wind energy system the investment costs for a diesel
system are generally lower. This is due to the large numbers of diesel engines
sold and the limited quantity of relatively cheap parts it consists of. On the
contrary the running costs of a diesel system are many times higher, due to the
price of fuel, more frequent maintenance and repairs and the necessity of an
operator. The expected rise of fuel prices on the world—market as a result of
expected scarcity has not occurred. The worldwide stock of fossil fuels isnt at
all depleted, so for the time being diesel pump systems will remain competitive.

In the countryside of most developing countries a wide experience with diesel
engines exists. Although a diesel engine is a complex piece of technology,
maintenance does not have to be problematic if engines of well—known trade—marks
and models are applied. Often there is a brisk trade in new and second hand spare
parts and a great deal of experience with overhaul. In several developing
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countries spare parts for these enginesare locally made.
Diesel enginesneedregular maintenance.But in caseof back repair they may also
run for a long time——their capacity will gradually decrease while fuel
consumption may double. However, back maintenancewill generally cause great
damage to the engine.

POTENTIALS

The steady growth of the number of diesel pump systemswill continue. For the
time being in many cases sun and wind pump systems form no real alternative.
For the time being, increasing costs of fuel and more stern environmental
regulations will not have a negative influence.

To the village throbbing diesel enginesare a clear evidenceof progress, which
supports the management committee in its task. The frequent call for financial
means (a.o. for running costs) stimulates the involvement of the village, which
may result in a proper management of the funds (and supervision thereupon).

Future replacement of the system at the expense of the village remains a weak
link in sustainability.

CONSTRAINTS

Generally a diesel pump system means:
* high running costs, at the expense of the users and a negative cash flow for

the village and the country;
* an increased dependence on import of fuel and spare parts;
* an extra burden for the environment.

The operation of the diesel engine requires a motivated and capable operator. A
diesel engine requires a lot of maintenance and is sensitive to back maintenance,
possibly resulting in great damage (running dry of the engine, short—circuiting,
etc.).

In case of a non standard model diesel generator, there is a large chance of a
prolonged breakdownperiod, due to a faulty spare part supply.

Due to the high running costs the village has less means to save for future
replacementof the system.

TECRNICAL RESEARCHITEMS: non

4.5 ANIMAL TRACTION SYSTEMS

SITUATION

For smaller heads several traditional systems and mechanisms do exist. Most
systems for large heads consist of hardly more than a bag, a rope and a pulley.
The animals are alternately walked from and to the well in a straight line. The
dragging rope sweeps dirt into the well——as a consequence the water in the well
no longer deserves the name of drinking water. For a borehole this system is
hardly of interest due to its limited discharge rate. (N.B. At an open well
several women may lift water simultaneously and/or several animal traction
systems may operate.)
The very few modern and advanced systems for large heads have a higher overall
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efficiency, but the investments are correspondingly high. The capacity of these
systems is limited to 1000 m4 and is usually based on a carousel.

An animal traction systemdemandsa continuously available operatorand several
teams of animals as relief and standby. The animals need to be tended well the
whole year.

The running costs may rise considerably, particularly due to the costs for the
operator and the animals, even in case of a system with limited capacity. The
economic efficiency of a modern system is not necessarily better than of a
traditional system (apart from a more effective use of the borehole). On the
other hand, these funds stay in the village!

In places where animals are not traditionally used for water supply, modern
animal traction systems also stand little chance, due to cultural barriers and
the lack of the developed image. Many existing animal traction systems are
replaced by modern fully mechanized systems (diesel, ...).

Anímal traction systems are a clean and simple mechanical technology. Usually
there are enough standby prime movers available.

Modern communal pump systems probably use privately owned animals to draw water.
Otherwise the animals risk getting insufficient rest and care. This may lead to
social tensions and closing down of the system.

POTENTIALS

The number of modern animal traction pump systems for communal drinking water
supply from deep wells/boreholes will probably not increase much.

CONSTRAINTS

A carousel system monopolizes a great deal of space around the borehole/well and
thus limits the discharge rate. The capacity is limited to 1000 m4 by the animal
traction system.
The running costs are considerableand can hardly be reduced. The animals need
to be well cared for throughout the year——what are the possibilities for that:
feed, medical care, water rate, knowledge and motivation.

There are hardly any designs for efficient animal traction pump systems for large
depths, which are maintenance poor and suitable for local manufacture.

Animal traction systems lack a modern image. Whether this can be altered is open
to doubt.

TECHNICAL RESEARCHITEMS: ?

4.6 HYBRIDS

SITUATION

Possible reasons to choose a hybrid:
* increasing the availability of the drinking water supply by an extra prime

mover as standby;
* increasing the capacity of the pump system and the borehole by pumping for
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more hours a day, a week... (in the absence of sun or wind, or to set off a
temporary greater need for water);

* reducing the costs of the system:
* satisfied with a smaller or even no reservoir, a smaller windmill or less

PV—panels;
* limiting the necessity of an alternative water source;

* it has the function of a safety net: if by lack of means (money, spare parts)
the main prime mover cannot be repaired or replaced, the system is still
serviceable (to avoid losing the whole investment).

N.B. The running costs of a hybrid system may be much higher.
Adding a secondprime mover will complicate the system.
When a system choice is made, the consequences for the initial investment
costs (for the donor) as well as the running costs (for the users) should
be considered.
For large communities and in situations without a decent alternative
water source, a hybrid may be indispensable.

Two types of hybrids (hybrid in connection with the drive) appear to be
technically viable:
* for large systems (>1000 m4) like a PV—system or a wind generator: a diesel

generator as standby;
* for small systems: a (hand)pump system, driven by sun, wind, diesel or animal

traction, with the possibility of manpower as substitution or support.
Other combinations hardly occur.

Large hybrid systems with an electric system (PV+diesel) permit a simple coupling
of both prime movers (alternately) to one submersible pump. In case of a
mechanical drive this is difficult and less inviting.

Three approaches exist for small systems:
* a handpump with a prime mover, or
* a handpump coupled with a mechanically driven pump, or
* a mechan~ca11y driven pump system with the possibility of lending a hand or

(temporarily) substituting the main prime mover.

A few examples:
* a Volanta—pump, driven by a small diesel engine by means of a flat belt;
* a SWN—pump, to which an electric submersible PV—pumpsystem is coupled;
* a Pulsa—Solar, a flywheel version of the Pulsa hand/foot operated pump, PV—

electrically driven;
* a Volanta—pump, in which the superstructure is (temporarily) disconnected,

driven by a windmill.

From the point of view of management and maintenance these systems are a simple
upgrading of handpump technology. If required, it is easy and not at all dramatic
to fall back on manpower. Without too much risk the capacity of a borehole and
a handpump can be increased (a more expensive(?) solution is the installation of
a second borehole with handpump). Besides, the system offers more comfort. In
practice the maximum head is about 40 m, although piston pumps (may) have a
deeper reach.
For a hybrid system partly based on manpower, it is probably unrealistic to count
on more than 300 Watt gross manpower per system——3 to 4 people pumping together
by hand. With legpower (like cycling) two persons might already realize the
same power level. These levels can be generated for many hours, when pumping
continuously in a relay system.

Concerning the drive, several handpumps are prepared for larger capacities. The
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effectively absorbedpower of other pumps could be adaptedwith a few changesto
the drive mechanismand the piston stroke or diameter. As a result thesepumps
can no longer be operated by only one person.
The increase of the capacity of the handpump is probably profitable if the well
or borehole has sufficient capacity and the pump is (mechanically) preparedand
suited. Hybrids based on handpumps have the same kind of technical problems as
normal handpumps, probably even more because they are used more intensively.
Maintenance of such a system could also be performed by local mechanics, if they
are properly instructed.

POTENTIALS

For many large systems adding a small diesel (generator) as standby may be
indispensable.
For small but fast growing communities (<1000 people) upgrading their handpump
by adding a mechanical prime mover may be a useful compromise.

CONSTRAINTS

Hybrid systems are more complex and increase the dependence on imported
technology. If a broken down prime mover is not repaired immediately, the effect
of a greater reliability is annulled to a large extent. This may too often be the
case.

Driving a handpump mechanically may only increase the discharge rate 2 to 3
tìmes. Its capacity will not exceed 1000 m4.

Development and fieldtesting of small hybrid systems is backward, so the systems
have not yet proven themselves.

TECHNICAL RESEARCHITEMS: development + fieldtesting of small hybrid pump systems

4.7 MANAGEMENT

Not technology but faulty management is often the cause of the decay of a
mechanized drinking water supply. The importance and problematic nature of proper
managementhas been underestimatedfor a long time.

The tasks and responsibilities for running a mechanized pump system consist of
among others:
* organizing and supervising operations, correct use, maintenance and repairs;
* organizing cost recovery and administration, for maintenance, repairs and

future replacement;
* management of funds.

These tasks and responsibilities are not necessarily in the hands of one
management team. There are several options:
* management by a (semi—)governmental service;
* village level management (VLOM);
* commercial boarding out of the management of the system.
In the first case the (semi—)government owns the system, in the second generally
the village. Supervision on boarding out may either be the responsibility of the
government or of the village (committee), the respective owner. Especially
commercial boarding out is a matter of divided (delegated) responsibilities.
Each variant has its own problems and potentials:
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l Management~ a (semi—)governmentalservice:
* the service may dispose of the necessary capacity and means,
but:
* the distance to the village is long, resulting in communication problems,

travelling times and expenses,minimal involvement of the service and thus
long breakdowntimes;

* the village fully depends on the bureaucracy, the people responsibleare not
approachable or cannot be called to account, the village can easily be
blackmailed by maintenanceteams;

* this is an expensive solution for the country: highly paid people and high
overheadand travelling expenses;

* when the means of the service decreases, a whole range of systems will
collapse; near is my shirt, but nearer is my skin;

* the limited availability of the system will lead to problems with the
village: their refusal to pay, certainly in case of water rate increases,
will result in bad maintenance and the system (further) degrades;

* by lack of user involvement there will be no social control in case of
misuse, theft, vandalism

The official approach with e.g. a full time operator, paid according to official
scales, often leads to a deficit of the system.

2 Management ~y the village (committee) (VLCM):
* great involvement of the village in their system, there will be dedication

and social control;
but also problems, due to:
* a possible lack of manpower: no management capacities, a failing financial

management, lack of technical knowledge;
* socio—cultural problems in the village, possibly leading to non—payment, to

sabotage and to problems with the nomination of the management committee;
* assistance based on voluntariness: apart from moral pressure hardly any

sanctionsexist;
* a wait—and—see attitude as well as a lack of financial means: important in

caseof calamities and replacementof the system;
* external influences like politics, economy and climate.

3 Managementboardedout to a commercial enterprise:
* direct financial self—interest is the basis of their involvement (in the

short term);
* the responsibilities are clear: two parties, business agreements, no

voluntariness, sanction instruments;
* used to take initiatives to improve exploitation;
but also:
* without adequate agreements and control the situation may get out of hand:

forcing up of prices, neglecting system maintenance (short—term interest),
non—fulfillment of (financial) obligations, abuse, mutual blackmail, etc.

The trend is to hand over more responsibility to the users: VLOM (management on
village level, either by a committee, or with a commercial boarding out of, for
example, operation, sale of water and/or maintenance). For small, often isolated
communities this is generally the only practical solution, and for the village
as well as for the country the only affordable one. However, aiming at VLOM
including the future replacement of the system at the expense of the village is
not always realistic. The two last mentioned management types probably have the
highest availability at the lowest costs.

In case of VLOM, the contribution of the government should be:
* to take the initiative, regulate, supervise, but not: manage, repair nor man
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the pump system;
* temporary (financial) support in case of major problems (management level,

calamities);
* if necessary:

* take the initiative for the maintenance of the borehole;
* funding (or fund raising) for the future extension or replacement of the

system.

Involvement and the role of women:
In spite of their considerablecontribution to the village water supply, women
are rarely involved in the management of the water supply system, certainly not
when management is exerted by the government. Usually, in the case of VLOM and
outboarded management, women may en bloc enforce their contribution, for example
by striking. Direct participation of women in the management committee often has
to be gained with outside help (by the government, donors, or the implementation
project).

Sometimes, in case of a crisis of confidence between the men and the women of the
village with regard to the management of the funds, the solution is two separate
cash boxes.

Due to socio—cultural discrimination, women usually have insufficient
understanding of the technical aspects of the system. That is why their
contribution to the operation of the system is generally marginal: sweeping the
pavement and possibly selling water at the tap.

There is a good chance that particularly women will foot the bill for their
family for water tapped from the system. This is especially the case if water is
paid in retail. Women who sold water in the village will partly lose their
income, namely for drawing or pumping water from the old water sources.

Exploitation of the system and management of funds:
The running costs of the mechanized system are often much higher than anticipated
at the time of installation. Earnings from the sale of water often disappoint,
for example because many villagers continue to use the old sources for a sizable
part of their water consumption (nearer and cheaper, better tasting, out of
habit). Besides, it is difficult to make such an investment really profitable.
For horticulture, for example, the water is generally too expensive. Moreover,
a limited availability or a too limited discharge rate are extra handicaps.

The price fixing is a delicate question, certainly when good alternatives exist
in the village. A price experienced as too high will drive away the customers,
resulting in even higher prices: the upward price spiral. Moreover, during the
changeover from a handpump or well to a mechanized alternative, suitable
opening hours and an introduction rate is desirable to attract customers.

Management and saving of considerable public funds often leads to problems. This
is caused by, among others, the lack of experience to manage so much money, the
social pressure to pay for other urgent needs and the high costs attached to
saving or exploiting the funds:
* in case of saving on a bank account: inflation, travelling and accommodation

expenses, fees for the bank, bankruptcy of the bank, ...;

* in case of trading/investments in kind: costs of transport, pesticides for
storage, storage costs, losses/depreciation/theft;

* in case of loans within the village: the great chance tbat the borrower
cannot or does not want to repay.
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Some villages have realized a surplus and a fund for social activities in the
village. rn most cases a lasting dependency on the government/donor has been
created: as safety net in caseof calamities andas technical adviser in caseof
reconstructionandextension. Many managementproblemsoriginate from a failure
in sensitization and training of the village population.

N.B. The management of old water sources remains an important task, as a
buffer in case the mechanized system breaks down!

CONCLUSIONS

VLOM is most promising for sustainable drinking water supplies in small villages,
especially once women play a larger role. To attain this situation support from
outside the village is necessary, especially from implementation projects
(sensitization and training).
The extension and future replacement of the system at the expense of the village
momentarily has little chance of success due to the relatively high costs and
limited means of the village. Technical and credit support may improve this
situation.

4.8 CONCLUSIONS+ SLM4ARY

In the past decade the technology of the differing mechanized water pump systems
for larger heads has improved considerably. Further technical improvement of the
systems is difficult, except in the case of animal traction systems and small
hybrid systems in which development is retarded.

Problems with the management of the system, with spare part supply and with
financing are presently the main obstructions for a better availability. VLOM,
with/without a commercial boarding out of the (daily) management, offers the best
perspectives for the management of these systems.

For the time being future replacement at the initiative and expense of the users
will remain an illusion in most cases, except for some handpump and animal
traction systems. Multiplication of the systems will only be realized with
external financial inputs, as auto—dissemination is not likely.

The main factors that play a role in the choice of a system, are: the local
availability of sun, wind and diesel oil, the total head and the discharge rate,
the initial and running costs, the experience with and the image of the system
concerned. But also national and bilateral political pressure play a role.

Experience indicates that for:
* systems with a daily volume times head of more than 2000 m4: use diesel;
* an average wind speed of less than 3 m/s over the least windy month: a

windmill system is not appropriate;
* a minimal average daily solar radiation of less than 3 kWh/m2/day during the

darkest month: a PV—system is not appropriate.

No mechanical pump system stands out for several of the abovementioned reasons.
It is therefore impossible to make a simple division or selection based on e.g.
only the head. In all considered systems variants exist for heads up to 100 m (in
principle). For small discharge rates and large heads piston pumps can be
applied. For large discharge rates only multi—stage centrifugal pumps (electric
submersible pumps) are applicable.
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In the future limited reductions of the initial and running costs can only be
expectedof PV—systems. Gradually PV—systems will monopolize a major part of the
market for mechanizedpump systems.

In table 4.2 the main factors for the selection and judgement of the systems have
beensummarized.

#
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5 ~ INÆL. CONC IJIJS IONS

The aim of the desk study was to provide an inventory of the problems concerning
pump systems for the drinking water supply for rural communities in developing
countries: villages with 300 to 2,000 inhabitants where water has to be pumped
from deeper water levels (20 to 100 meters in depth). Handpumpswere compared
with stand—alone systemswith aprime mover basedon solar energy, wind, diesel
or animal traction or a combination of these (hybrids).

1 The study yielded scarcely any new (field) data. A justified evaluation and
comparison of the different systems was therefore impossible, in particular
with relation to the actual availability of the systems and the costs. Its
results are mainly of qualitive value and S0 its objective was only partially
realized.

2 The reliability of handpumps has increased considerably over the past decade.
However, at a large installation depth the reliability decreases strongly,
mainly due to fatigue. Besides, only few of the handpumps with plastic rising
mains are suitable for very large heads, because of the strongly reduced
discharge rates. Therefore most manufacturers only guarantee their pumps for
heads up to about 50 meters.

3 The availability of modern handpumps is now mainly limited by:
* inadequate management and quality control at the (local) manufacture of

pumps;
* deficient preparation and execution of implementation;
* villagers, unprepared to manage and maintain the pump, due to lack of

proper sensitization;
* no spare parts supply and no mechanics;
* problems with the borehole;
* lack of means to replace the handpump (in due time).
For most of these problems solutions are available. Serious execution of the
various tasks will generally comply with the needs.

4 The technology of the differing mechanized water pump systems for larger
heads has improved considerably. Further technical improvement on the systems
is difficult, except in the case of animal traction systems and small hybrids
in which development is retarded.
Problems with the management of the system, with spare part supply and with
financing are presently the main obstructions for a better availability.

5 VLOM, with/without a commercial boarding out of the (daily) management,
offers the best perspectives for the management of these systems, especially
oncewomen play a larger role. To atta±n this situation, support from outside
the village is necessary, especially from implementation projects
(sensitization and training).

6 The extension and future replacement of the pump systems at the expense of
the village momentarily has little chance of success due to the relatively
high costs and limited means of the village, except for some handpump and
animal traction systems. Multiplication of the systems will only be realized
with external financial inputs, as auto—dissemination is not likely.

7 The main factors that play a role in the choice of a system, are: the local
availability of sun, wind and diesel oil, the total head and the discharge
rate, the initial and running costs, the experience with and the image of the
system concerned. But also national and bilateral political pressure play a
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role.

8 Experience with mechanical pump systems indicates that for:
* systems with a daily volume times head of more than 2000 m4: use diesel;
* an average wind speed of less than 3 m/s over the least windy month: a

windinill system is not appropriate;
* a minimal average daily solar radiation of less than 3 kwh/m2/day during

the darkest month: a PV—system is not appropriate.

9 No mechanical pump system stands out for several of the abovementioned
reasons. It is therefore impossible to make a simple division or selection
based on e.g. only the head. In all considered systems variants exist for
heads up to 100 m (in principle). For small discharge rates even with large
heads piston pumps can be applied. For large discharge rates only multi—stage
centrifugal pumps (electric submersible pumps) are applicable.

10 In the future limited reductions of the initial and running costs can only
be expected of PV—systems. Gradually PV—systems will momopolize a major part
of the market for mechanized pump systems.

11 Problems requiring technical investigations (eventually with DGIS support):
* the development of a simple means to exainine boreholes;
* how to reduce the cost price of handpumps drastically,j
* the development of lasting joints in PVC rising maìns1
* the development of small hybrids.
Most other technical problems are dealt with by the manufacturers of the
differing systems and independant research institutes.

12 An important non—technical research item: an evaluation of recent experiences
with village level management of these systems.

21 CRL is Iooking into this.
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1. XNTRODUCTION

Next to a technical analysis of ðrinking water supply systems in

ðeveloping countries a financial anð socio-economic analysis is

necessary, in orðer to consiðer the impacts for all parties

concerneð (e.g. users, local/national authorities) . .Appraisal of

water supply projects (both ex ante anð ex post) is performed by

means of a cost-effectiveness analysis. The analysis ðescribeð in

this section consists of a financial anð a socio-economic part.

The financial approach is an analysis from an private point of view

(i.e. the project promoter) . Financial analysis typically relates

cash inflows to cash outflows to see whether a project can meet its

annual cash requirements (= liquiðity analysis), anð whether the

various sources of finance involveð will yielð an acceptable

financial return (= profitability analys±s) . Financial analysis

moreover consiðers aspects like revenues anð expenðitures, user

charges anð cost recovery.

Socio-economic analysis takes the point of view of the nation as a

whole. It takes into account that revenues anðexpenðitures (as

ðescribeð in the financial analysis) often are an iricomplete measure

of the projects benefits anð costs to society. It ðiffers from

financial analysis in types of effect taken into account (external

effects, linkage effects etc.) anð valuation (pricing, incluðing the

rate of ðiscount)

The main subjects of this report are:

a) comparison of ðeepwell hanðpuinps anð alternative small scale

water supply systems (ðiesel, solar energy, winð energy and

animal traction) on financial anð economic aspects;

b) evaluation of the organisational, financial anð socio-economic

impacts of these water supply systems on parties involveð like

water users, water boarðs anð authorities;

The report focuses on water supply from great ðepths.

In chapter 2 the finaricial aspects of ðeepwell hanð pumps anð their

alternatives are ðiscusseð. Chapter 3 reviews possible socio-

economic costs anð benefits of the water supply systems.

organisational anð cost recovery aspects are highlighted in chapter

4. The finðings of chapters 2 to 4 are summarizeð in chapter 5,
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which makes some conclud±ng remarks on aspects of deepwell hand

puxnps and alternative small scale water supply systems. Techn±cal

econom±c terms used in th±s report w±11be explained in the

appendix I. In append±x 11 an example ±s given of the outcome of a

cost-effectiveness analysis and sensit±v±ty analysis.

Consider±ng a) the wide scope of the water supply systems discussed

given the±r locat±on and project specific character, and b) the

limited availa.bility of data on deepwell pumping and their

contradictionary character, figures and conclusions presented in the

report should only be considered ±ndicative.

b
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2. FINANCIAL ASPECTS

2.1. General remarks

The financ±al analysis is used in order to be able to make a

comparison between different systems. Where financial cost-benefit

analysis shows what project is justified from a financial point of

view, by compar±ng discounted cash ±nflows and outflows, financial

cost-effectiveness analysis is used to select the cheapest option by

look±ng at the cost side of the different systems only. Cost-

effectiveness analysis is to be applied at sites where a certain

product±on level is needed (e.g. because of consumption per cap±ta) -

By calculat±ng d±scounted cost per m3 of water produced, it is

possible to rank systems.

In order to compare costs per m3 of different water supply systems a

dist±nction must be made between capital (in±tial investment) costs

and operating and ma±ntenance (O&N), or recurrent costs. Table 2.1.

g±ves a general overview of the general components of both cap±tal

and O&N costs.

Table2 I~Capital and O&M costsof a waterpun,pingsystem

Capitsl costs iand

aite preparation

foundations

pumpingequipment

storage tank

powersupplyequipment

prime mover (e.g. diesel engine, electric motor)

pipework and appurtensnces

installation and mounting (e g transport,labour)

O&M costs consumables(e.g. fiiei, Iubricants, fodder)

aalaries and wagea

spare parts and replacementa

Source: Hofkes, E.H e a. (1986), p p. 31

In order to establish a lifetime approach, operating and maintenance

costs will have to be discounted over the economic 1±fetime of the
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system, in order to make them comparable to capital costs; s±nce

recurrent costs appear in the future they caxi not be compared to

capital costs directly. By discounting the recurrent costs, by means

of the discount rate1, their present value is calculated. In that

way they are comparable to capital costs. By combining discounted

total and O&N costs and the y±eld of the Bystem cost per m3 can be

calculated.

In discussing the financial aspects of (deepwell) hand puxnps and

their small scale alternatives, we assume that the costs for

drilling the borehole (e±ther by hand or drilled) will be more or

less the saxne for hand pumps and their alternatives. These costs are

therefore not considered in this report.

The prevailing project-specific real (i.e. inflation adjusted)
interest rate may be used as the discount rate. Otherwise discount
rates between 8 and 15%- are considered for developing countries by
the World Bank.

b
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Tabte 2.2: Initiat inv estment and 0&M aspects of different water suppty systems corr~2ared

Energy
source

Type of
punping
device

Frequency of
maintenance
attention

2

Tech-
nicaL
skiLLs3

Frequency
of back-up
support
requireð

LeveL of
back-up
support
required5

capitat
costs

O&M
costs

hunan
energy

deepwetT.
handpunp

mediuni/
high

medium mediuii/
high

mediuo/
high

mediun high

dieset dieseL medium medium mediuo high mediun high
fuel engine

sotar soLar Low high Low high high Low/
energy photo-

voLtaic
medium

w~nd coriiner- Low medium Low high high Low
energy ciaLLy

manufac-
tured

village
L eve 1
product

high Low low Low low mediun

animaL animal high Low mediun mediun Low/medi mediun
energy traction un

Source: Hofkes, E.H. (1986)

In table 2.2. the ðifferences between initial investment and O&M

aspects of (ðeepwell) hand pumps anð alternative small scale water

supply systems are presenteð. This table may be seen as a rough

summary of paragraphs 2.2. - 2.6.

2.2. (Deepwell) hanð pumps

The comon characteristics of hanðpumps are that they are easy to

install, operate anðthat they are cheap. A few ðecaðesago hanð

pumps useðin developing countries were copies from those useðin

the western world. Because of problems like fatigue (corrosion,

extensive use) anðhigh capital anð recurrent costs, initiatives

were unðertaken to ðevelop appropriate hanð pumps; low-cost, long

2 Low, once a month; mediun, once a week; high, daily

~ Low, Locally trained viLLagers; medium, trained operators CLocat mechanics, carpenters,
bLacksmiths); high, quaLified technicians

¿ Low, once a year; mediun, once every 3-4 months; high, once a month

Low, locaL mechanic; mediun, speciatLy trained mechanic; high, quaLified technician

Given the present state of technology
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lasting puxnps requiring little maintenance. Several countries (e.g.

India, Bangladesh) developed their own hand pumps (India Mark, Tara)

in order to offer a low cost alternative for hand puxnpsdesigned in

western countries. This local production reduced capital costs of

hand puxnps considerably - becauseof design, low wages and the

prices of local resources - compared to the western puiîtps, but

maintenance still remained a difficult issue. By involving users

(e.g. at community or village level) in the actual planning,

construction and operation, maintenance costs, often caused by

negligence and ignorance, could be reduced.

Problems arise when water has to be puinped up from great depths.

This may be needed because of given geographical/ natural

circunistances (deserts), or because of a fallen water table (long

period of drought, over use of water) . Water supply from deep

wells will be more costly than water supply from shallow wells.

There are several reasons for this cost increase:

A) The yield (m3/hr) an average person can draw from a well is shown

in table 2.3. Yield decreaseswith increasing depth for equal power

input. The water delivery rates in litres per minute (Qdpm) are

influenced by power input W1 (50 Watt), the mechanical efficiency of

the hand pump E, (50%-) and the pumping lift H:

(Qdpm = 6W1E/H).

Table 2.3: Yield (m3/hr) drawn frorn a well by an average person
b

Dynaniic water 5 10 20 30 40 50

level (m)

Yield (m3/hr) 1.8 0.9 0.45 0.3 0.22 0.18

Source: WPAP (1089)

Because the human energy needed to activate the hand puxnp is

limited, the time a person has to spend pumping water increases with

depth which is illustrated in table 2.4.:
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Table 2.4: Time required for puinping water

Puxnping

depth (m)

Time required (hours) for pumping

2m3 3m3 4m3 5m

5 0.7 1.1 1.5 1.8

10 1.5 2.2 2.9 3.7

20 2.9 4.5 5.9 7.4

30 4.5 6.7 8.9

40 5.9 8.6

50 7.4

Power output of pump users: 50 W (average)

Efficiency of pumping: 50%-

Number of eff ective hours of operation per day: 8

Source: Hofkes, E.H. (1986)

By combining the data presented in table 2.3. and 2.4. it becomes

obvious that the human input (energy, time) increases greatly with

growing depth for obtaining a given quantity of water. This means

that, in larger communities particularly, that the nuxnber of hand

pumps will have to be expanded to provide all persons in the

community with water. It is obvious that this affects both capital

and recurrent costs of water supply.

B) Pumping water from great depths with a hand puxnp might affect

the time a pump is actually functioning negatively. Becauseof

increased wear of parts like bearings, pump rod and rising mains7

the pump is highly susceptible to break downs. This results in high

recurrent costs, since many repairs will have to be undertaken, and

possibly in high capital costs in case of an early renewal of the

pump. Heavy duty hand pumps, may provide a solution for depths upto

40 meters (e.g. the India Mark 11 developed in the 1980s), but for

greater depths the problems remain the same.

~ See also: Besselink, J. e.a. (1990)
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Both A) and B) indicate that water supply from a deep well with a

hand puxrtp can be costly because either several normal puxnps have

to be installed in order to obtain enough water (which still leaves

the problem of the increased wear of the parts), or a mechanized

pump has to be installed, capable of puxnping from great depth.

2.3. Diesel pumps

Generally, the initial investment for a diesel pump is higher than

for a hand pump. For puxnping from great depths a diesel plus direct

mechanical pump or a diesel powered generator and submersible

electric pump (e.g. multi-stage turbine puinp) is required. The price

of the diesel pump depends on the puxnp lift and the daily water

demand of the users. Given the wide range of imported and locally

made diesel pumps an indication of the capital costs is not given.

Recurrent costs include labour for a pump operator, fuel, lubricants

and consumables. The fuel and lubricant consumption of a diesel

engine accounts for a significant portion of its operating costs.

For a given engine, pump, and site conditions, fuel consumption per

cubic meter of water pumped will depend on the loading. At a lower

loading (= a measure of the power required of an engine relative to

the maximum rated power it is capable of delivering), the engine

will consumemore fuel per unit of water pumped. An alternative is

to use a smaller engine (minimal 3 Kw) at a higher loading. In that b

case, money would be saved on capital equipment costs, but the wear

and tear would increase, possibly leading to higher operating,

maintenance, and (eventually) engine replacement costs.

The armual energy cost for a diesel pump is a function of the pump

lift, the water demand of the community, the efficiency of motor and

puxnp and the cost of diesel fuel.

Estimates of service and maintenance costs, not including fuel and

labour, are likely to be in the range of $ 0.15 to $ 0.25 per cubic

meter of water delivered. This figure may be higher or lower

depending on the operators skill, the quality of the equipment and

other factors.

These costs constitute between 25 and 75 percent of the engines

initial cost or 5 to 15 percent of the systems installed capital

costs (which includes not only the engine, but also the pump, the
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concrete pad, the transrnission, and other items)

The norxnal lifetime range is 2 to 3 years for lower quality, heavily

used, anð/or poorly maintained engines to 20 years or more for

higher quality systems that are reasonably well maintained arid

overhauled at regular intervals. Lifetime hours of operation vary

from under 5,000 to over 50,000 hours. About 20,000 hours is a

reasonable approximation for planning and costing purposes.

Since in many developing countries the supply of ðiesel fuel can be

ðelayed, it is aðvisable to buy an extra drum, to store extra

diesel. It is furthermore advisable to include a storage tank for

water with 1 - 2 ðayscapacity in the scheme, to have a reservoir

case of necessary repairs of motor or pump.

Table 2.5: Cost inðication of types of storage tanks

in

Type of storage tank Cost per m capacity (tJS $)

Lined earth bound 5 - 10

Compacted soil with cement lining 8 - 20

Brickwork with cement lining 12 - 25

Ferrocement 15 - 30

Concrete 20 - 30

Steel 60 - 80

Source: Hofkes, E.H. (1986)

Table 2.5. presents an indication of the capital cost per m capacity

of storage tanks (1986 US $, prices may differ considerably between

countries) . Given a daily water ðemand(m3) and a required number of

days storage, an indication of the capital costs of the tank may be

calculated.
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2.4. Solar energy: photovoltaic

2.4.1. General cbancteristics

In photovoltaic pumping systems, solar raðiation energy is converted

into electricity by solar cells which are interconnected in modules

placed in an array. If more power is required (for instance because

of the pumping lift), the solar array can easily be expanðeðby

adðingmore moðules.The application of photovoltaic pumps can be

limiteð by the average annual solar irriðation anð a clearness

factor; areas between the Tropics of Cancer anðCapricorn are most

suiteð for the use of these pumps.

The continuous research and ðevelopment of solar pumps has resulteð

in lower prices anðhas reðuceðmaintenance. This makes solar energy

more suitable for use in ðeveloping countries. However, repairs

still have to be done by technicians. There is scope for local

proðuction, which might mean that repairs will be cheaper, since

local technicians are available.

2.4.2. Capital and recurrent costs

In table 2.6. an inðication is given of the capital costs, which

incluðe photovoltaic panels and the motor pump set, for different

pump size systems.

b

Table 2.6: Inðication of capital costs for solar photovoltaic

pumps

Size

array

of pumping system, Cost range (US $ per W~)

rating (W~: peak Watt)

Small less than 500 20 - 25

Meðium 500 - 3,000 15 - 20

Large more than 3,000 10 - 15

Source: Hofkes, E.H. (1986)

Solar pump costs ðepenðprimarily on two components: the array size

anð the pumping unit. Solar module costs usually make up 60 to 85 %-

of total system costs. Pump sets (i.e., a pump anðmotor) ðesigneð
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for use with PV systems range in price from US$ 1,000 to US$ 3,000.

Submersible AC pumps are generally the most expensive because in

addition to the puxnp and the motor, they must have an inverter to

convert DC power to AC8. Often, the higher cost of these units is

more than offset by greater reliability and, consequently, lower

recurrent costs.

The photovoltaic system, in particular the array, should be as small

as possible, in orðer to be cost-effective. The costs of the array

are correlated to the peak power capacity. Since these costs form a

large portion of the overall capital costs, peak power capacity

should be in line with ðemanðfactors.

Photovoltaic systems require little maintenance; regular cleaning of

the surface of the arrays and checking the electric controls can be

taken care of by membersof the community or by an attendant (wage

costs!) at low costs.

Since the availability of solar energy is prone to variations (e.g.

due to clouðs) storage of water is necessary to ensure a continuous

supply of water. Given these variations a storage capacity of 2 - 4

days would be required (for capital costs: see table 2.5.) . An

alternative can be found in solar energy pumps that have an can also

be used as hand punip. The choice for either storage or a puxnp with

an optional use as hanð pump ðepends on factors like capital costs

of each alternative and the actual anðfuture size of demanðfor

water.

Practical experiences show that the actual lifetime of a solar

system may be consiðerably shortened by corrosion of electric

circuits, malfunctioning of the DC-AC converter or reðuction of the

lifetime of the pump (e.g. because of sand in the water)

8 DC: Direct current = electric current of which the
ðirection is constantly the same.

AC: Alternating current = electric current of which the
direction is reverseð at frequent intervals.
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2.5. Wind energy

2.5.1. Geoeral reznarks

The use of winð energy has been known for centuries (e.g. Dutch

windmills). Winð energy is used in many countries for irrigation anð

drainage. The use of winð energy for water supply is growing, since

it is a renewable energy source that is freely available. In a World

Barik study9 20 developing countries have been iðentified in which

40%- of the land had average annual wind speedsgreater than 3.5 m/s.

This is an indication of the wind speed at which wind punips can be

cost-effectìve (see also appendix 11)

Since wind is not permanently blowing a system has to be combined

with either a hand punip (or diesel pump) or a storage tank - with a

capacity of 5 - 7 ðays.

2.5.2. Capital and recurrent costs

Roughly, wind pumps can be divided in two sorts; imported high-tech

winð pumps and locally made wind pumps. The capital costs of

imported wind pumps range from $300 - $750/m2 (m2 is an measure of

the rotor swept area), locally made wind pumps range from $100 -

$250/m2. Next to the wind pump a storage tank has to be installed.

Recurrent costs of importeð wind pumps will generally be lower than ~

those of locally made ones. Recurrent costs typically include the

wage of a local attendant (if any), and operating and maintenance

costs for the wind pump system (tower, rotors, pump, pipelines etc.)

and storage tank. Repairs - which do not occur regularly if the

installation is maintained properly - will have to be carrieð out

by technicians at a relatively high price. Generally, the recurrent

costs of importeð high-tech wind pumps are estimated to be 3%- to 6~

of capital costs of the wind pump; recurrent costs of storage tank

and piping are estimated to be around 2%- of capital costs of the

tank.

The lifetime of a wind punip is estirnated to be 15 years, but field

experiences show that this is an optimistic estimation.

~ Blake, S. (1978)
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2.6. Animal traction

.~nima1traction pumps are useðin small rural communities, where

animals are an part of a traðitional way of living. ~nima1s are

generally useðwith slow-moving devices (e.g. chain pumps, water

wheels, bucket anð rope) in orðer to lift water for irrigation

purposes. ~nima1 traction pumps are not often useðto proviðe a

community with ðrinking water, probably because the animals are

private property.

Since power input of animals is five to ten times larger than that

of man, the amount of water (m3/hour) lifteð from a well may be

considerably bigger than by hanðpump. ~nima1 traction pumps,

however, are often highly inefficient, as much as 80~6of the power

input is lost. Due to friction inefficiency increases with pumping

lift. Still, water supply with an animal traction pump can be

feasible when, within a comunity, agreementcan be reached on the

use of (privately owneð) animals for the provision of ðrinking water

by means of an animal traction pump.

Capital costs: the animal traction pump system consists of animals

(power supply) anðthe pumping installation. The price of an animal

(cow, buffalo, ðonkey)varies from region to region anðcannot be

universaliseð. The pumping installation might incluðes items such as

chain pumps, water wheels or bucket anð rope which can be purchased

locally at low cost. Given the relatively large output (m3/hour) a

storage tank for water which is not (ðirectly) consumedcan be

consiðered.The capacity of the tank neeðnot be big.

Recurrent costs: a major component of the O&M costs is the foððer

requireð for animals. Furthermore, the income of the attenðant,

taking care of installation anðanimals ðuring the pumping, anð

materials anðmanpower, neeðeðfor maintenanceanðrepairs, must

also be taken into consiðeration.

In practice the use of animal traction pumps for ðrinking water

purposes is seldom seen, partly becauseof the (relative) height of

recurrent costs.
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3. SOCIO-ECONONICASPECTS

Socio-economic appraisal is unðertaken to ascertain the overall

impact of the project on the countrys economy. The linkage of the

project with the overall econorny is of crucial importance. Socio-

economic appraisal narrows down the range of alternative project

specifications to the one that contributes most to the countrys

development objectives. Therefore socio-economic appraisal takes
effects into account (both benefits anð costs) that are not

reflected in the financial analysis.

In the case of water supply projects the following positive

effects - benefits - are to be considered:

A) Cost savings: the opportunity costs of the alternative water

supply source foregone (e.g. vendors) as a result of the project

is consiðeredan economic benefit.

Another source of cost saving can be found in the reduceð

necessity to boil water before consuniption, due to the new water

supply.

B) Time savings: if the new water supply system (with project

situation) enables people, generally women, to spent less time

hauling water, compared to the old (without project)

situation, they might spent this time-profit in a productive

way. Women may use saved time for extra chilðcare, activities inb

the house, or income generating activities. Estimating the size

and amount of these income generating activities over the total

of the beneficiaries, gives an indication of the total benefits

from time savings.

C) Health improvement: the basic goal of water supply projects is

to provide people with easily accessible, clean water for

consumption. Consequently the general health of users will

improve; skin ðiseases,relateð to contaminated water use, anð

stomach/ intestine infections may ðiminish. As a result, people

may be more productive (less off days) compareðto the old

situation. Health improvement dependsnot only on the quality of

the water, but also on the locat±on of the improveð water

source; if the water source is close to people they are more

likely to wash themselves (and their children) more frequently,
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possibly resulting in a overall health improvement°.

D) Indirect socio-economic benefits or externalities: certain

benefits might accne to the project, benefits which are side-

effects of the project. The new or improved water supply system

can be a catalyst for (further) economic ðevelopment of the area

concerneð; in urban areas, for instance, it can attract (small)

industries. In case of such developrnent employment is created

for non-beneficiaries of the water supply system.

Negative effects to society - costs - shoulð also be considered:

E) New or improveð water supply may neeð some time of users. When

people are assumeðto be involveð in assessing the neeð, in the

planning, in the actual constnction anð in the maintenanceof

the water supply system, they loose time that might have been

spent in a productive, income generating way. This production

foregone applies, like time savings, most to women.

Furthermore, the users of a water supply system often have to go

through some difficulties in orðer to pay their bills (e.g. long

walking ðistance to a revenue collection post in nral areas)

F) Specifically in large metropolitan areas an increaseð use of

water can lead to a fall of the grounðwater level, which has

implications for water supply, sanitation anð environxnent.

Socio-economic effects are project- anð location specific. It is

therefore hard to compare socio-economic effects of projects with

(deepwell) hand pumps to projects with alternative small scale water

supply systems. However, some general remarks can be maðe;

- Even if alternative systems are locateðat some ðistance of the

water users, water can be transporteð to the beneficiaries by

means of a pipeline (ending in a house to house connection of a

central yarð tap). In that way each of the systems may

incorporate time savings for the users.

- Since alternative water supply systems can be bring water

(relatively) close to the users an increase of the overall well-

being can occur, because of the health improving effect.

- The small scale alternatives possibly allow for an additional

° Source: Black, M. (1990), pp. 113 - 115: The study concluðes that
reðucing the distance to the water supply is more important than
improving its quality for making an impact on (chilð) health.
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use of the water puniped up (next to water for consuniption anð

household use); small scale irrigation. It is impossible to make

generally valid remarks on the feasibility of irrigation. Only

on site survey can prov±dean inðication. If feasible,

irrigation can be the catalyzer of econom±cðevelopmentin an

area.

4
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4. ORGANISATIONAL.AND COST RECOVERYASPECTS

4.1. Coinmunity participation

The community, area or neighbourhooð where the water supply system

is to be installed may be involved in every stage of the project;

assessment of demand anð selection of a System in close cooperation

with the community can prevent over- or unðerdesign, and increase

their feeling of involvement. Only when the members of the community

are convinceð of the benefits of the new water scheme, they are

likely to make use of it instead of continue to/return to their

traditional water source. When they are actively involved in every

stage of the project, they will be convinced of the benefits.

Cost recovery aspects are closely related to community

participation. First of all the selection of the right system

contributes to the ability to recover costs. Secondly, the
involvement in the project at every Stage ~5 likely to affect their

willingness to pay in a positive way. Thirdly, their involvement can

reduce the costs consiðerably, since they supply low-cost resources

(such as labour and materials) . The community can take care of

revenue collection, maintenance and financing, thereby further

reducing costs.

Special attention should be paid to the development of local

committees to control local participation. Community participation

shoulð go hand in-hand with training of both committees, water

system maintenance personnel and users.

Community participation is nowadays consiðered a prerequisite for

the success of a water supply project.

4.2. Institutional aspects

A move from water supply controlled by central governxnents agencies

towards local authorities, or private enterprises, is visible

throughout the ðeveloping countries. However, central government

agencies are still required to perform a major role ±nwater supply;

helping/supporting the initiation of comrnuriity participation,
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training/educating and equipping parties concerned (e.g. local

authorities, users, maintenance personnel), review of national water

supply (where/which projects).

The shift in control over water supply from central governxnent to

local authorities or private enterprises quite often face problems,

since these institutions are ill equippeð, and lack well-trained,

capable personnel. A ðecentralisation shoulð therefore go hand in

hanð with training anð resource supply - both financial anð

material; a process that can/shoulð be encourageð by donor agencies.

.An important issue in the financial aspects of water supply systems

is the adxninistrative capacity of the local authorities or private

enterprises. Once the scheme is in process, ðata concerning the

actual production and use of water, eventual leakages (both actual

anð aðministrative), the kind (householð or commercial enterprise)

anð number of beneficiaries anð the revenue to be collecteð will

have to be gathereð anð upðateð. The institutions must be capable of

collecting revenues and keeping recorðs. When the authorities fail

to control the revenue collection, defaulters will not be

sanctioneð. It is advisable to sanction ðefaulters by turning off

the water supply.

The world Eank policy promotes privatisation of water supply,

closely related to community participation.

4.3. Cost recovery b

Cost recovery has long been a neglected aspect of water supply

systems. Water useð to be supplied to beneficiaries free of charge,

subsidized by authorities or ðonors. This policy endangered the

replicability of the projects, which should be a primary goal, since

the amounts requireð were too big for funding by goverrixnent or donor

agencies. Therefore, in order to keep the project sustainable from a

financial point of view, it is necessary that the users contribute

to the recovering of the costs.

The World Bank policyU is that both capìtal and maìntenance costs

are recovered from the users. If users are allowed to select a

Churchill, A.A. (1987), pp. 39
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system in which they are to contribute in the recovery of only O&M

costs, they are likely to opt for a system with (relatively) low

recurrent costs - which often means that capital costs are

consiðerable (e.g. solar anðwind energy) . When however the

government or ðonoris to select a system they are likely to

minimize their expenditure anð shift as much as possible the

recovering of costs - O&N costs - to beneficiar±es. In the case of

a poor community this may result in the premature breakðown of the

system because of the lack of maintenance. In poor villages in

Africa and Asia the amount villagers are supposed to pay shoulð be

subsidized by authorities until people can fully contribute

themselves.

Some remarks on the Worlð Bank policy of total cost recovery can be

maðe.

Firstly, users value the new water supply accorðing to their own

criteria, in which time savings, health improvement etc. might be

incluðed. Given these user benefits, they are willing to pay a

certain amount for the use of water. Only as long as there is a

positive ðifference between what people are willing to pay anðwhat

they actually have to pay (consumers surplus), they will not return

to their traðitional source.

Secondly, the benefits that flow from the new supply are often not

(ðirectly) converteð into extra proðuctivity (which means extra
income) . This means that even if users are willing to pay for the

use of water, they might not be able to ðo so.

A generally accepteð policy is the recovery of at least operating

and maintenance costs, anð where possible of total costs.

4.3.1. Pric±ng

Given the fact that beneficiaries of a water supply system have to

be chargeðfor the use of water different types of pricing have been

established.

In systems where water consumption is metered, people are chargeð

according to a tariff per litre consumeð.The tariffs vary accorðing

to water use (e.g. household anðnon-household) and amount of water

consumed. However, many water supply projects - in particular those

in nral areas - have no rnetered connections. In projects where

meters are installed, they often do not function, or are not read
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properly.

In those systems where no meters are installed and people have to

pay for the amount they consume, users can be charged for the use of

water at the yarð tap, as they draw water from the tap. A major

ðisadvantage is the necessity of a revenue collector at the tap.

In many cases a lump sum fee, independent of actual water use, will

be levied throughout the community. This water charge can vary

accorðing to income level anð size of householð. Where water is

proviðeðby a hand pump or a yarð tap, excessive water use by an

individual is not likely, because of social pressure.

People, in particular the poorest segments of society can contribute

in kinð, by supplying labour.

Reliance on widespread use of cross-subsidies should be avoided.

Often water supply policies are based on financing nral schemes by

cross-subsidizing from the proceeds of urban schemes. This is only

feasible if the amounts are relatively small, so that urban water

charges are well within the paying capacity of the users.

Furthermore, the technology applieð in nral areas shoulð be in line

with the affordability of its users (no over-design), to guarantee

maintenance in the long nn, inðependent of other financial sources.

4.3.2. Financing

Several policies concerning financing water supply schemes exist.

One policy is to let the community finance the project, by borrowing4

the necessary funðs. This can be ðoneby rneans of a revolving fund

at the local or national level through authorities or (small)

financial intermediaries. In reality, however it appears to be hard

to interest (small) investment firms in to serve as a financial

intermeðiary, particular in nral areas where they are most neeðeð.

Another policy is to promote the use of water supply systems with

low O&M costs - in particular in the poorest parts of the world -in

orðer to allow the communities to recover at least O&N costs. As

ðiscussed in chapter 2 systems with low recurrent costs generally

have considerable capital costs (e.g. photovoltaic systems and wind

pumps) .These capital costs are (for the greatest part) born by so

calleð extern support agencies - often foreign ðonor agencies.

There are also programmes, such as the hand pump-well programxne in

Burkina Faso where the community not only pays for anð executes all
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community-level maintenance but also sets asiðe reserves for the

replacement or extension of the village water supply. Only the

constnction costs are financeð fully by the ðonors which support

the various regional water supply programmesin the country. The

actual proportion which the community has to pay back ðepenðson the

local economic circumstances. The remainðer is a grant from the

state and international, bilateral or national ðonors. Payment of

part of the constnction costs in labour instead of money makes the

system more afforðable to a larger nuniber of households than with

all payments have to be maðein cash.

4.4. Systems compared

In this chapter relevant financial and organizational aspects of

water supply systerns were ðiscusseð. These aspects are used as

framework for an indicative comparison between different water

supply systems, as presenteð in table 4.1. and 4.2.

The indicative comparisons presenteð in table 4.1. anð 4.2. are

baseð on the following assumptions:

- Water is lifteð from depths of 50 meters or more.

- Costs of geolog±cal surveys and ðrilling (or hanð digging) are not
included in the comparison.

- Each system is capable of meeting the ðernanðfor water.

Since nral water supply differs greatly from supply to urban areas,

both types of water supply are revieweð separately; table 4.1.

concerns nral water supply, table 4.2. refers to urban water

supply.

Deepwell hand pumps and their small scale alternatives are compared

in relation to three aspects;

A) Financing: based on 4.3.2. financing alternatives are

ðistinguished;

- the community is responsible for the financing of the

project, either by means of a revolving funðor a loan.

The community therefore has to finance both capital and

O&M costs.

- an external support agency bears the capital costs, or a

large part of it, thereby promoting the use of systems
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with low O&m costs.

B) Organisation: the organisation of the water supply system is

either a local level or a national responsibility. Depending on

the location of the water supply systern, rural or urban2, this

ðifference in organisation affects the assumedavailability anð

level of technical assistance. It is assumeð that in nral

circumstances technical skills are low, and technical backup

requires some time. In large urban areas technical skill is

readily available.

C) Cost recovery: two policies are assumed here;

- total costs are recovereð by the users of the water

supply system.

- O&N costs are recovered by the users.

For each water supply system an inðication is given of the

feasibility with respect to each of the describeð fields; financing,

organisation and cost recovery.

An inðication of the appraisal is given by ÷, o, and -:

+ indicating a positive rating

o indicating a neutral rating

- indicating a negative rating

b

Tabte 4.1: Rurat water supply

financing coninunity donor agency

organisation Locat national LocaL national

cost recovery totaL O&M totat O&M totaL O&M totat O&M

type of puiping device

deepweLl hand punp 0-0 O-- 0+0 0+- +-O +-+ ++O +++

dieseL fuel purp 0-0 O-- 0-O 0+- +-O +-+ ++O +++

soLar photovoLtaic punp --- --+ -+- -++ +-O +-+ +++ +++

wind pump coriiierciatty
manufactured

--- --+ -+- -++ +-O +-+ +++ +++

viLLage teveL
product

+++ ++O +++ ++0 ++O ++O ++O ++0

Animat traction punp +++ +++ +++ +++ ++o +++ +00 +o÷

12 We assume that cities in rural areas have the same water supply
characteristics as far as technical skills available are
concerned, as villages in nral areas. tJrban areas refer to large
metropolitan areas.
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TabLe 4.2: Urban water suppLy

financing coninunity donor agency

organisation Locat nationaL Locat national

cost recovery total O&M totaL D&M total O&M total O&M

type of pumping device

deepwetL hand pump 000 00- 0+0 O+- +00 +O+ ++0 +++

dieset fueL punp 000 00- 0+0 O+- +00 +O+ ++O +++

solar photovottaic punp - - - - -+ -+- -++ +00 -~-++ +++ -~-++

wind puip coninerciaLty
manufactured

--- -O+ -+- -++ .š-š.0 .š-++ +++ +++

viLtage Levet
product

+++ ++0 +-+ +-O ++O -+O -+O -i-+O

AnimaL traction puip ++0 +++ +-O .š--+ ++0 -++ -+O +-,-+

How to use the table: how is a solar photovoltaic punip appraised in

a situation where a nral village is responsible for the financing

of the project, the operation and rnaintenance and where users are

assumed to recover total costs? An indication of the appraisal is

given in the first coluxnn of the row solar photovoltaic punip in

table 4 . 1. (nral water supply) : - - -. Given the high capital

costs of a solar photovoltaic pump a negative relation is assumed

with community financing, a negative relation with village level O&M

(given the low technical skills) and a negative relation with

recovering total costs. In the situation where a donor agency bears

the capital costs, an ÷ - + relation is indicated (fifth coluinn

in solar photovoltaic pump row); a solar pump is affordable, since

only O&M costs have to be financed. Given these circumstances a

recovery of total costs by users is more likely.
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S. CONCLtJDING REMARKS

The comparative study of (deepwell) hand puxnps and their alternative

small scale water supply systems, on financial, socio-economic and

organizational aspects can, given the limited data and the length of

the study, only be exploratory and indicative at this stage. The

character±st±csand costs of any water supply systems are very much

determined by location spec±fic variables (e.g. geographical,

geolog±cal, technical, demographical, financial and socio-economic),

and are therefore difficult to compare within the context of a quick

desk study.

In sp±te of the fact that no uxiiform policies on financ±ng,

organisation and cost recovery of water supply systems (and related

aspects) are outl±ned and/or pursued, an indicative relation between

each water supply system considered in this report and existing

policies is presented in tables 4.1. and 4.2..

A more detailed comparative analysis of (deepwell) hand puxnps and

alternative small scale water supply systems is only feasible within

the scope of a much larger study; preferably an extensive desk study

combining e.g. DGIS projects file data with comparative on-site

studies, from different parts of the world.

b
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APPENDIX I: Glossary

Consumers surplus: the benefits a consuiner gets when he/she is

provided with a good or service at a lower price than he/she

would be willing to pay. It is assurned that aspects like are

included in the price consuniers are willing to pay.

Cost-benefit analysis: a method of appraising projects that consist

of quantifying costs and benefits, expressing them in annual

streaxns over the life of the project, and discounting the

resulting net annual flows to obtain a present value.

Cost-effectiveness analysis: an appraisal method that consists of

defining the objectives of the project and choosing that

solution which minimises total discounted capital and recurrent

costs.

Cross-subsidisation: the application of the proceeds from a public

service, ðeriving from its profitable parts, to keep providing

that senice to users where it would otherwise be unprofitable.

Direct effects: These effects refer to the to the physical inputs

and outputs of a project and follow as a rule from the projects

technical characteristics. They give rise to receipts and

expenditures within the confines of the project and are

therefore relevant to the financial analysis.

Discount rate: the rate (analogous to a negative rate of

interest) at which future streaxns of costs and benefits are

written down.

Externalities: The net costs and benefits for the economy, which

will arise from the execution of the project under consideration

but which do not impinge in parties ðirectly involved in the

project. These externalities are therefore not reflected in the

consurners willingness to pay for the output of the project.

Internal rate of return: The rate of discount for which the net

present value of a project becoines zero.
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Net present value: A common ðecision rule in project appraisal,

resulting from suxnming the ðiscounteð ðifference between costs

anðbenefits for each year of the projects life.

Opportunity cost: The value of a resource in its best

alternative use. Costs that defined in terms of benefits

foregone (marginal proðuctivity) are therefore opportunity

costs.
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APPENDIX 11: AN EXANPLE OF COST COMPARISON

In this appendix an exaxnple is given of a comparison of three

drinking water supply systems. The purpose of this example is not to

really compare systems, it merely serves as an illustration of the

ðifficulty of comparing systems ±n a general desk stuðy.

Table 11.1: Cost comparison of winð pump, solar pump and diesel

pump for a particular location

Location data:

Water requirement

Pumping head

.Annual average wind speeð

Critical length of calm periods

27 m3/d

30 m

4 m/s

5 days

Monthly average irridation (in critical

rnonth)

14 Mj/m2/d

(4kWh/m2/d)

Critical length of cloudy perioðs 3 days

Smallest size of diesel engine available 3 kW rateð power

Cost of 3kW rateð diesel pump $ 4500

Price of diesel fuel

Cost of winð pump

Cost of solar photovoltaic puxnping system

$0 . 50/liter

$ 350/m2 of swept

rotor area

$ 22/Wp installed

Tjnit cost of water storage tank

Discount rate

Adapted from: Hofkes, E.H. (1986)

$ 30/m3

8%

The results of the cost comparison are presented in table 11.2.

Given the conðitions in table 11.1., a wind puxnp is the most cost-

effective water supply system. By changing some assumptions,

different outcomes (rankings) are createð:

- if the price of diesel fuel is raised from $ 0.50/litre to

$0.85/litre, the cost per m3 for diesel pumps rises from $0.23 to

$0.27, indicating that a major change in the price of diesel
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fuel has a minor effect on the unit costs.

- if the average annual wind speed is 3 m/s insteaðof 4 m/s, a

larger wind rotor would be required, raising the capital costs

to $ 17.000. The unit cost per m3 would rise from $ 0.16/~ to

$ 0.27/~.

The above mentioned indicates that cost-effectiveness analysis ±s

tied to a particalar place and situation, and that an universal rule

or indication is hard to give.
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Hydraulic energy output requirement

.,ize of dieset engine

Swept rotor area E hydr : 0.9 V
3

Capital cost (3 kW rated power)

Instatted cost of sotar punp system

Etectrical energy output requirement

Peak watt rating of system

Nominat power output

Efficiency of motor and punp

Efficiency of puinp

ydrauLic power output of engine

Water output

Hours of operation required per day

Efficiency of engine

Fuel consuiiption per hour operation

Fuel consunption per year

Capacity of tank required

CapitaL cost of tank

Lifetime of tank

Lifetime of engine

Lifetine of dieset punp

Lifettne of wind punp

Lifetine of sotar pump

CapitaL cost on annuat basis:
engine and punp
tank

Annuat fuet costs; 895 Liters at $ 0.50 per
titer

Annuat O&M costs:
engine and punp (5% of capital cost)
tank (2% of capital cost)

Annual cost of operator

Total annuat cost

dieseL punp

2.25 kwh/d

(smaLtest avaiLabte engine)
3 kW rated power

2 kW

40%

0.8 kW

4.1 L/s

1.83 hours

1 5%

1.34 Liters of dieset/hour

895 Liters of dieset/year

1 days supply = 27 m

S 810

20 years

5 years

10 years

wind punp

2.25 kwh/d = 821

kWh/year

821 : 0.9 V3 = 14.25 m2

14.25 x 350 = S 5,000

Table 11.2

$ 4,500

_______________________ photovoLtaic pump

2.25 kwh/d

1700 x $ 22/Wp =

s1 s, 400

5.63 kwh/d

1700 Wp

40%

5 + 1 = 6 days suppty 3 + 1 = 4 days suppLy

= 160 m 110 m3

$ 4,800 $ 3,300

20 years 20 years

15 years

15 years

$ 650 $ 2,010
$560 S390

$250 $310
5100 565

$ 1,560 $ 2,775

$ 960

$ 95

$ 450

$ 225
$ 15

$ 500

$ 2,240
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Water output per year 9,850 m 9,850 m 9,850 m
3

Unit cost per m $ 0.23/m $ 0.16/m $ 0.28/m3
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